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·. Candidates make . final stops before primary 
Simon calls f oz Change 
By Mary Ta.mer • 
On the eve C>f the New Hamp-
shire Primary, presidential can-
didate, Senator Paul Simon (D-
11), visited the UNH campus in 
. a final attempt to get the s'tudent 
· vote that could make the dif-
ference in his campaign. 
Simon, .speaking tc> · a full 
audience in the Straff0rd Room 
of the MUB, said that America 
needs a change in course, · and 
voting in tomorrow's primary 
is the way to do it. 
administration has "been out 
to lu_hch" iri terms of homeless-
ness and education and "the 
-signal on Tuesday hight should 
be that the lunch period is over 
and we will have a nation that 
cares again . . We will solve not 
these problems by tinkering at 
the edges, we need leader~hip." 
Simon briefly mentione~ the 
recent polls that place him.\and 
Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-~s) 
in a neck and neck race Hut 
~eemed confident of his victor\y. 
"Unlike t?e other car:ididate~, 
Paul Simon emphasizing a point yesterday in the Strafford Room. (Carbery O'Brien ehoto) 
"We need_ to become a nation 
that cares once again, that 
. dreams once again, that leads 
once again. You people have a 
· powerful voice in what happens, 
I have outlrned a ·special com-
prehensive program to protect 
· the heritage we have and p::iss~ 
it on. I have a consistency in my 
1 
record and a vision," he said. '-
Part of this comprehensiv:e Jackson pushes Rainbow l 
• • not only by voting but by calling 
Co a 11t11 Q n friends and re.~atives _and getting /I /I · them to vote, he said. 
Simon stated the current 
SIMON, page 9 
By Pamela DeKoning 
Democratic hopeful Jesse 
· Jackson challenged over 500 
supporters in the MUB last 
night to send a message to 
America by suppor,ting his 
Rainbow Coalition in today's 
primary. · 
]4ckson's message foe.used on 
ending racifll violence, the res-
tructuring of multinational cor-
porations and tax laws, fighting 
the war against drugs, and 
choosing_health and day care 
ov"er rhe rnilitary. 
Jackson spoke against contra 
aid, apartheid, and Reagan's tax 
reform ·program. He emphas-
ized the need for growth in 
education, health care systems 
and services, and human rights 
around the, world. -
Jackson said problems with 
II1Ultinational corporations such 
as General Electric are fostered 
by Reagan's tax system. 
He said GE is the number one 
exporter from· Ta·iwan. He 
added that GE cook jobs to 
Taiwa·n because of tax incentives 
as well as cheap, exploitable 
labor. · 
According to Jackson, not 
only does .GE . take away Amer-
ican jobs, earns tax credits in 
· the, process. This gave the 10 
billion dollar_ profit-making 
corpor_ation a 100 million dollar 
INSIDE' 
VOTE 
Al I the major presi- · 
dential candidates· 
_and how. they 
stand on some key 
issues is mapped-
out on page 7. 
VOTE 
rebate in 1984. 
He said Reagan's tax program 
is based on the premise that the 
poor have too much money and 
that the rich don't have en·ough. 
Jackspn likened Reagan's 
~pending in El Salvador to his 
welfare policy. 
He sa,id,, "(The way Reagan's 
p rogram is str:µf::tu red, cutt ing 
a'.id t,O the Salvadorians) is like 
cutting ·rhe aid to a welfare 
mother: You tell her if your 
husbanq comes home, you'll lose 
your aid. If he comes home just 
for the night and makes a baby 
you'll get an· increase." 
· He said the way the' US 
government has set up Salvad-
orian aid so that they must 
continue the war ·in order to earn 
aid from the United States. 
"If they stop fighting they 
can't get aid. They have to fight 
to make a living," he said. 
Jackson said tha·t beyond 
apartheid, and beyond fighting 
in South America and the Mid- . 
dle East, lies peace and _justice. 
He said this can be reached 
through negotiations overseen 
by a strong leader. . . 
He said, "I have the most 
viable campaign of anyone 
running. I have served the 
nation and the world longer 
than any other candidate.'' 
Jackson cited his negotiating 
ability as well as his name 
rec?gnition and support in the 
large states of New York, Ca-
lifornia,. Texas, Alaba~a, as a 
basis for his candidacy. . 
He also stated his experience 
in dealing with world leader:s 
in negotiating the release of 
? o~tages, a~prpof of his ,credc:1:17 ' 
rials. · . · ' . 
In respo·n~e to stuaent pane- · ' 
list Mary Tamer's question 
about his past anti-Semitic 
remarks, Jackson said that we ·-' 
should rise above past mistakes. ' , 
He said members of his cam~ 
paign staff range from black to 
hispani'c to Jewish, both male 
and female. 
He said, "My record across 
the years is a good record, it's 
solid. It's superior to my com-
petitors." 
Jackson stated support for 
equal rights of gays and lesbians. 
He said, "I affirm the civil rights 
of all citizens . This supp9rt 
exte9-ds to gays and lesbians." 
Jackson raised a cheer when 
he declared his support for 
educational spending. He said, 
"I support the education of the 
youth of America. I will turn 
spending to educ;adonal scho-
larships and loans." 
' 
Jesse Jackson speaking to a large crpwd in the Strafford Room 
· last night. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
: Student -charged: with:embezzlement 
By Chris Pollet 
A former employee of The 
New Hampshire, Sonia Schmitt, 
was charged with embezzling 
advertising revenues while she 
was employed at ! he student 
newspaper. Durham Trust Com-
pany records show Schmitt 
allegedly cashed $754 in ·"checks 
made out to The New Hamp-
shire, which are believed to have 
been taken out of a campus 
mailbox. 
Sch-mitt, the Forum Editor 
during the '86 fall semester, was · 
released on $ 1000 personal 
recognizance bail after being 
officially charged with "theft 
by deception," a misdemeanor. 
· She is s~heduled to appear in 
'I' I 
Durham District Court on.April within The New Hampshire. 
12, 1988, a<;:cording to UNH The theft was discovered after 
Police Detective Paul Dean. , an investigation, stemming 
Schmit_t paid back $400, but from a letter receiv,ed at The 
payment has· oot been received New Hampshire from the Dur-
on the remaining balance of the · ham Trust Company. The state- · 
missing funds . Schmitt, who is ment showed that there was a 
taking this semester off from .overdrawn account in the 
UNH, returned to Durham on amount of $37.25 in September 
Feb. 11, upon request to face 1987 under the name of the 
questions and charges. newspaper and Schmit_t, accord-
University Pol ice, in accor- ing to Elizabeth Cote, Editor-
dance with the)3uckley Amend- In-Chief of The New Hamp -
men t, co u 1 d not re 1 ease shire . 
Schmitt's name. The informa- Cote said Schmitt would not 
·tion was obtained from Durham have any reason to be handling 
Trust Compan/s copies of the incoming checks and·was 
checks and statements, as well not authorized to open a bank 
as through SAFO Business Man- account outside of the Student 
ager Chris Germain, and sources Activity Fee Organization. It 
1 • 
is against -SAFO bylaws to have 
such outside accounts. · 
Cote brought the situation to 
the attention of Germain and 
turned the letter over to . hirrt. · 
. Germain said he sent a letter 
to Schmitt outlining his knowl~ 
edge of the alleged embezzle:.. 
m~n~ and told her of the possible 
cnmrnal charges. · · 
The investigation was con-
duct~d by UN;H Police Special 
Services and lasted two months. 
"I gave her a chance and she 
never paid me, so I went to 
D~tective Dean," Germain said. 
"Then I got a check from her 
at the beginning of the semester 
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Students offer their views on the candidates 
By Curtis Graves that. the r'esults of the New 
Hampshire primary are ·"very 
important. The media swallow 
that business hook line and 
sinker, even though New Hamp-
shire shouldn't be more impor-
tant than any other state." 
. Markow predicts that "Du:-
kakis and Dole will win for their 
(respective) parties in New 
Hampshire. Dukakis because . 
he is well known in New Hamp-
shire, and Dole because of his 
strong showing in the Iowa 
polls. I think that Pat Robertson 
will do fairly well, and will help 
Dole by hurting .Bush." 
said Kasmouski. · Landerman also s.aid that "the 
problem of alcohol and drug use 
during Seabrook's construction 
should have ·been foreseen." 
· With the weighty New Hamp-
"I think New Hampshire's 
role in this year's primary will 
remain consistent as it has since 
1952. Whoever wins in New 
Hampshire will go on to become 
president," saiq Kasmouski . . 
. shtre primary upon UNH, stu-
dents' comments on the candi-
dates ranged the gamut of 
political opinion. The popular 
notion that members of the 
campus community ate polit-
ically uninformed was dispelled 
by a number of students who 
~agerly expressed their opin-
10ns. 
However, Eric Mayor, a 1987 
graduate of WSBE, felt differ-
Another student who is not 
as well versed in politics as he 
could be is Kevin Landerman', 
a junior majoring in Mechanical 
Engineering. 
, Asked· to comment on the 
media's role✓ in the election 
process, Markow hearkened to 
George Bush's recent _verbal 
altercation with Dan Rather. 
Junior English Major Fred 
Hoyt elaborated on his disdain 
for the entire political process. 
"I think the candidates as a 
. ently, decrying "I can't under-
stand why people think prim-
aries are so important when in 
fact the electoral college decides 
who will be president." Mayor 
was unavailable for further 
comment. 
Regarding the oft-maligned 
Gary. Hart, Markow noted that 
"it V{as stupid of him to reenter 
the race; his credibility is 
ruined." · · · 
"I don't know that much 
about the primary," Landerman 
confessed. 
"Bush was very aggressive 
toward Rather," Markow said, ' 
"and was obviously avoiding the 
question. However, Rather was 
' a little too aggressive as well." 
After -giving the question 
some thought, Hoyt a-gait). in-
voked the name of Gary Hart, 
saying "I would agree with Hart 
that the media are a bunch of 
hysterical, self-important, pa-
rasitic vultures who hover, 
leering over the impressionable 
woolen flocks of the American 
public." · 
· whole are pretty homogeoous, 
especially those considered 'elec-
table,' " Hoyt said. 
Senior Zoology Major Maria 
Markow was adamant about 
New Hampshire's role in se-
lecting the president. 
Markow also said that Hart's 
candidacy "won't do any good 
for the Democratic Party as a 
w ho le, ' ' a n d t h a t H a r t . 
"should've thought more about 
the presidency than his sex life." 
· Landerman knew something 
about Mid:iael Dukakis, how-
ever. 
"My vote's going to be more 
of a matter of principle than 
effect. The people I like don't 
have a snowball's chance in 
hell," Hoyt continued. 
Hoyt made it clear, however, 
"There is no question that 
New Hampshire's primary is. 
the most important, because it . 
weeds out the serious candidates 
from those who are lagging." 
. Hoyt thought otherwise, say-. 
ing."although I don't necessarily 
- support him (Hart), I think he 
did some good things for the 
whole process. He's helped do 
away with the idea that what 
you did when you were three 
years old makes you unsuitable 
to be president." 
"Seabrook coulq be safe, but 
·lack of intelligence of the masses 
has caused someone (Dukakis) 
f:o emerge to fight for something 
they ( the masses) know .nothing 
about,'' said Landerman. 
Senior Communication Major 
Steve Kasmouski describes him-
.self as politically unawar.e, but 
concerned nonetheless. 
"I probably won't vote in the 
primary. because I haven't de-
cided who to vote for," Kas- ·. 
mouski explained. 'Tm not as 
politically active as I should be,'' 
Kasmouski said, "and I want to 
be well informed before I vote. " 
I won't vote blindly," Kasmous-
ki asserted. · 
Some of the political stickers present all over campus. (Carbery 
O'Brien photo) .. ,_ 
"I do think that Pat Rob~rt-
son wi~l sur.prise a lot of people 
in New Hampshire," Kasmous-
ki cont~nued, "because of the 
variety of conservatives found 
here. His (Robertson's) stance 
· on drugs_ will w~£k i-~--~is _  f~~?-~.C 
Dukakis supporters standing on the corners of Durham yesterday 
watching all the cars go by. (Car_bery O'Brien photo) _ · i. 
NEWS IN. BRIEF 
...., · 
YJppee, I am now a scout-. 
master. 
A Milford, Connecticut grandmother_ is hailing 
a decision by the Boy Scouts of America to• drop 
a male-only policy for leadership posts and allow 
her to realize a 14-year dream of beco_ming a 
scoutmaster. 
. Catherine Pollard had been preparing for another 
round in her legal fight agairist the male-only rule, 
but will now be able to focus on finding a troop 
. that wants her as a scoutmaster or organizing a 
new troop. 
"I am very, very pleased that something wrong' 
. has been righted," said Pollard, 69, a grandmother 
and part-tim~ instrumental music teacher. "Right 
off hand, I'll say 'yippee.' " 
The Boy Scouts' . national executive board voted 
Thursday in Washington to abandon the organ-
ization's rule banning women from: six leaaership 
posts. The rule dated from the founding of the Boy 
Scouts in 1910. · 
Two candidates, com-
rade! That's all we ask! 
Advocates of liberalization in the Communist 
Party proposed Sunday in an article on the front 
page of Pravda that more than one candidate be 
put forward for top party posts and that all party , 
members be allowed to vote. 
The suggestions, appearing in the party's main 
newspaper, came from party m~mbers in the 
Ukraine. 
. Although the proposals do not hav~ the party's 
-formal approval, their appearance on.Pravda's front 
page indicated that the leadership is seriously 
· considering them. . 
The article said the issue would be formally taken 
up -at the 19th All-Union Party Conference, a rare 
gathering of the nation's Communists to be held 
June 28 in Moscow. 
OK, we're taking this 
to, uh-<pla-ne over! ·_F:Jy 
h ... Toys. R_Us! 
Tanzanian security forces in Oar Es Salaam this 
week overpowered four youths who attempted to 
hijack a Tanzanian airliner and threatened the crew 
with knives and toy pistols for 12 hours, government 
and airport sources said. 
The four entere_d a Tanzanian Airways Boeing 
73 7 at Dar Es Salaam international airport and 
attempted to hijack it. 
But the pilot flew . .in a cirde and returned to the 
airport, where security forces overpowered the 
four teenagers at dawn Sunday as they tried to escape. 
Airport sources in the Tanzanian capital said 
the four, aged 17 to 20, told the pilot to fly to Ethiopia 
and to Lon.don. The pilot instead flew in a circle 
for several hours before landing back at the same 
airport, which had been blacked out. He told the 
fout they had landed at the northern Kenyan town 
oftddwar; but would not be able to t'ake off before 
dawn. 
Woo(, woof. (Smells like gin 
to me.) 
In Storrs, Conn., a hooch-sniffing pooch is making 
it tougher for inmates at the state's · maximum 
security prison to hide their cell-brewed liquor, 
helping to cut alcohol abuse and related violence, 
q:mecrions officials say. 
"Quite a few times when you enter a block and 
you know he;s coming, you can hear toilets flushing," 
said Stewart Hillman, a canine handler for the state 
Department of Correction. 
Azar's foolproof nose is unique among prison 
dogs in Connecticut and across ·the country, officials 
~~ - . 
Grampa, what are those 
funny red-. marks on your 
arms? 
A 71-year-old Putnam, Connecticut man was freed 
on bail after his weekend areest on charges of 
possesion of heroin with intent to sell, police said 
yesterday. · 
Eduard Hardell was arrested early Saturday ctt 
his home after a month-long joint investigation 
by Putnam Police, the Dudley, Mass., narcotics squad 
and police in Webster, Mass., officials said. 
Authorities searching Hardell's home Saturday 
seized 236 bottles of heroi-n with a street value of 
$4,000 as well as hypodermic needles and syringes, 
police said. , 
Hardell was released on $20,000 cash bail Saturday,. 
officials said. He was scheduled to be arraigned 
in Danielson District Court on Feb. 29. 
Is nothing~_sacred? 
Anlrish mother is protesting her nation's book 
censorship policies by calling for the Bible to be 
banned, claiming it endorses the sexual abuse of 
yoyng girls and mutilation. 
. Ann Spicer, 34, a Dublin mother of three, last 
week formally called on Ireland's Censorship of 
Publications Board to ban the Bible- because 
"Muttlations, coupled with graphic obscenity and 
· ritual murder, is a prominent theme." 
The governmef).t-appoinred censorship board, 
endorsed by Roman Catholic clergymen in the 
overwhe.lmingly Catholic, has banned a n_umber 
, of internationally popular books from being sold . 
_in Ireland on grounds they are "obscene." -
Spicer .claimed that sexual abuse and slavery were 
endorsed ' in biblical passages in which Moses told 
the Israelit~s no't . to kill captured .young virgins 
but to keep the~ for_ their own use. · 
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Judging presidential polls 
By JohIL_Robeft _ 
The presidential primaries 
are here once again in N.H., and 
, the candidates are sweeping the 
state trying to sway voter opin-
ion. An accurate gauge in de-
termining the successfulness 
of their 'travels is the poll survey,, 
of opinion. Around this time, 
it seems that wheneyer you pick . 
up a paper there are different 
stats out telling about the pop-
ularity of the different _pr·esi- . 
dential hopefuls. But what do 
these polls really mean to the . 
voters, the media, and to the 
candidates themselves? . 
Professor David Moore of the 
Political Science departrnent of 
UNH describes the poll as, "an 
accurate way to look at public 
opinion, at the time the poll is 
I • 
taken." 
There are diHerent opinions 
as to how the polls affect tbe 
voters. Charl.ie Perki.ns, the 
managing editor of the Union 
Leader in Manchester, asserted, 
"Voters tend to gravitate to-
wards ~hoever is rising in the 
polls." 
Does this mean that the polls 
control who is going to win a 
race? Tom Bortner, the program 
director of ChanQ.el Nine in 
Manchester disagrees with Per-
kins, "The polls themselves 
don't sway voter opinion," he 
said. · 
"A real event like the Iowa 
caucas.es, or a debate . would 
move people's qpinions, and 
these changes would show up 
in the polls later on-;" he con-
tinued. 
Professor Moore agrees with 
this point. 
"After the Iowa caucases, 
public voter opinioI_?. reacted to 
the results there," he said. 
«Dole was a big winn_er there, 
and he went up in the new poUs 
taken in this state .. However 
Simon didn't do as well as 
expected in Iowa so he went 
down," Moore, said. 
Some UNH students· gave 
their opinions on how the polls 
affect their choice. Sophomore 
Jon· Danos said, "If a person is 
. _not involved · with politics then 
the polls would definitely in-
fluence their opinion." 
Lisa Cassidy, a sophomo're; 
POLLS, page 11 
Library earns main priority 
. • A 
By Rob Matthews '··· be receiv_ing six percent. This 
. would bring the total budget to 
·around six million· dollars . 
· for all of · the books needed, the · 
lack of space, and the need fo? 
. subject specialists to keep up 
·. with and buy current literature. 
PAGE THREE 
With·the ongoing reconstruc-
tion of a new and improved 
Field H.ouse, the University's 
Dimond Liprary and its in4pility 
to meet the needs of the students 
has. finally become an important 
issue to the U nivers_ity after 
years of neglect. 
· - Deborah Winslow, chairper-
son of the Academic Senate 
library ~ommittee, agreed with 
the ACRL's standards. She said 
that there just isn't enough 
Wins low said the library does , 
not even have a computer spe-
cialist to run the library's new 
computer system. 
The dog:..days of winter are upon us. (file photo) 
"They've been learning on 
The. biggest concern is the 
library's budget. It is currently 
being funded by about three 
percent of the University's 
educational and general budget, 
or approximately three million 
dollars. . .. 
· money to allow the library to 
. grow with the University's 
increase . in programs. 
Last fall, approximately 40 
out of 50 departments at UNH 
sent a petition to President 
Haaland de~anding that some-
thing be done about the poor 
condition of the library. · 
their own," she said. ,· 
As far as · space goes, the 
library can now only provide 
enough studying space for one 
out of every ten students. Wins-
low said this could have been 
prev·ented, because in 1983 an 
accreditation team recom: 
mended that UNH double its 
University recoups 
from winter stor.m 
According to the ACRL (As-
sociation of College and Re.-
search Libraries), this is too low 
for UNH and the library·shoul9 
In the · petition they menti-
oned several areas, includ-ing 
(~e i11adequate suppl of mon~y 
The Dimond Library has more than crumbs to worry about. (file ph~to) 
Conduct :Board idei1 ·passed··· 
By Elizabeth Cote with a minority dissent which changes in student condu_ct. 
The foundations · of a re- argued strongly against a recom- rules. The .act was was tabled 
vamped judicial system was, mendation that the new student · Jor further review. 
- approved in a roll call vote in conduct system "become less "We picked out p;rts (of the 
the Student Senate on Sunday. adverserial," according to the · Task Force report) that people 
The senators voted 32 to 6, with wording of the resolution. agreed upon. That's the reso-
7 abstaintions, to support ,in The resolution i's part of a lution that went before the 
. principle the recommenqations piecemeal approach Clarke, Senate," Clarke said. 
of the Task Force on Rules, student body vice-president and The rule changes that are 
Regulations, and Judicial Proce- · Task Force member, said she encompassed in the Act; expect-
. By Ed McDaid . 
The Durham community is 
still feeling the effects of Fri-
day's snowstarm which dumped 
between 12 a'.nd 15 inches of 
snow on the ·UNH campus. The 
storm, which began early Friday 
, morning, caused a rough morn-
ing commute and resulted in the 
. cancellation of classes on Friday. 
. The Durham Police reported 
that several minor accidents 
occurred as a result of the poor 
driving conditions. A police 
spokesman said that the acci-
dents were kept to a minimum 
because classes were cancelled, 
and many local businesses closed 
early. -
The Coastal Kari-van service 
was forced to cancel all Durham 
routes because of the inclement 
·weather, according to Will · 
Vaughan, a Kari-van employee. 
He reported that the decision 
to cancel was made because of 
treacherous road conditions, and 
near zero visibility. 
He also said th'at the Kari-
vans are still having trouble 
because .the piles of snow along ' 
the road make it difficult for 
passe:ngers to board. _ 
· Pespite class cancellations, 
dures. · wanted to take to try to work . ed to be taken off the table next · 
The Senate resolution, intro- out the c;onflicts with the many week, are also perceived by 
duced by Sabra Clarke, Rob recommendations of the task Clarke and Radler to be Ta..s-k · 
Radler and Lawrence Donovan, force· r~port, which totals 4,3 Force recommendations·· with 
wasdesigned to ~how the a:d~ pages. A' ~.eperate act, also . ?road based . support iri the 
ministration that the Senate submitted· at Sunday's meeting senate. 
supports the general r:ecdm- ,by Clarke, Donovan, and Radler, Micheal Rose voted against 
mti~~~~6tJJi~~i~lf/tftu ,·,✓1~~~~k~,:ri6t;1rlittfrJJ~}iJ. .,:rJ AS.~ _F.QR~-J;,,,·P~.r U . .,,~ •tit,~·, -~ 
many students were inconven~ 
ienced by the storm. Paula· 
Pellerin: a junior; said, '] think 
Durham should be more pre-
pared for a storm like this. The 
parking lot where I live was ~ 
mess because inconsiderate peo-' 
ple, blatantly parked in the 
wqmg place." . 
Even walking in Durham was 
treacherous on Friday. Kim 
. Dalzell, a sophomore Delta Zeta 
sorority sister, said she -had 
trouble getting around on fra-
ternity bids night. · . 
"Friday night was terrible. · 
Since it .was bids night, we had 
to walk around to all the fra-
ternities. It, was very slippery, 
and quite a few people fell," she 
said. 
Dalzell did manage to find 
some enjoyment from the storm 
rhough. "Saturday;] went skiing 
at Sunday River. They. had 
twenty inches of new powder," 
she said. "It was awesome." 
Sophomore Ted Colligan used 
his day off to re.lax. 
"I was glad to have the day 
off. Seeing that we don't get ariy 
other days off ar.ound here, it 
looks like the snow will have· 
. to do 'it," '.he said. I ' , • 
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ON ·THE SPOT 
· Do~You pay atteritiOD to the .· Presidential . 
. ' 
, polls itnd if ~o \\Till they : influence the _way 
··you vote? 
"No, not really, too many 
polls to keep -track of' 
Brian Grover ' 
Junior 
History 
"I follow them .until'] can 
form my own opinions, so -
no, they will not infl~ence -




_ "I try to avoid them be- ' 
cause unclogging the #sues _ 




Econ-Poly. $ci. _ 
BECOME A 
STUDENT 
''I pay attention to them 
out of curiosity ordy, _ _but 
they won't eff eet the" way 
I vote. r think the m,edia -





* repreSent UNH, Plymouth & Keene State on 
The University System's Board of Trustees 
·.; ! 
* Develop Leadership skills 
Applic.ations now available in the Student Senate Office, 
Room 130 MUif, M __ore info call 862-1494 
ApplicationDeadline Monday February 22, 1988_ 
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Some of the lucky children not on the waiting list. (Carbery O'Brien photo) 
Center to offer more day care 
. Bf Jessica Standish 
·· In an atteinot to appease the 
problem of day care for students 
and statr members at UNH, a 
ne~ daycare center will available . 
on·campus next semester. 
,Micheal Kalinowski, associate 
professor and director ofthe 
new facility; s-tated that there • 
will be 59 openings for the new 
center. He said the spots are for 
children of students and faculty · 
who are between the ages of six 
weeks and five years. 
"This will be the largest child 
developement lab in New Eng-
land" he said. 
Unfortunately child care is 
a large problem-on campus 
according to Janet Ha'rrow, 
cooridinator of the women's ' 
commision. She said she be-
lieves day care is not only a 
.problem f~r staff but also for 
students. 
Harrow explained that more 
·students are coming to college 
with children than in previous 
years: 
"The population is changing 
because students wait to go to 
' . 
· college and when they come 
back (as non-tradional students) 
they often have families·," said 
Harrow. 
Harrow also said that al-
though the new center may help 
the University, it will not fix 
· the problem altogether,; -
t "I think this new center 'is the 
beginning, but it's not going to 
meet all the needs," she said. 
• 'Harrow said that an example 
of the need for even more day 
care is that 135 people have 
already applied for the 59 op-
enings. 
Kalinowski said if the need 
for more child care persists, 
there is the pos_siblity bf future 
expansion to the new building. 
He said that the Univtrsity did 
not want to make the child 
capacity ioo large, because that 
might put the other child care 
centers in the area out of bus-
rness. 
Th~ need for day-care cemers 
has been evidept for a long time. 
The Little People Day Care 
Center in Durham has had to 
turn many peopic: away, accord-
ing to staff member Marie 
Lansbowne. She said she be-
lieves the new center on campus 
wil_l fill up immediately. 
''I've had to turn two to four 
people away each week,. we've 
. had people. applying before they. 
·evJn have their child because1 · 
The waiting list is so long; my 
own daughter had to wait a 
year,'' she said. . · , 
This building will have six · 
class rooms for the children, ~ 
according to Kalinowski : The 
· . staff will consist of profession-
als, but there will be a work 
study program, he said. Also the 
- facility will be used for class labs. 
' There will be a lottery this 
March to determine who will 
. get an opening in the new center 
which Kalinowski urged the 
students to apply. Although 
there has already been 135 
applications they are mostly 
from staff members, said Ka-
linowski. He said this may be 
because the students are not 
aware of the new facility. 
Greeks .celebrate Bid's Nite 
CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, ;FEBRUARY 16 
. DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. · · 
LECTURE - "Rethinking ,United States . - Latin American 
Policy," Dr. Abraham F. Lowenthal, Professor of International 
· Relations, -University of Southern California. Hil15bo-
rough/ Sullivan ,Room, MUB, 4-5: 30 p.m. · 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Vermont. Snively, 7 p.m. 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH - MUB Film Seri<::s, "Two 
Families: African and American." Hillsborough Room, MUB, 
8p.m. · · · · 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In The Shadow of Th~ Glen," 
and "The Well of the Saints." Two _Rlays by John Millington 
Synge, dealing with Irish peasantry. Hennessy Theater, Paul 
Ans, 8 p.m., UNH studems/faculty/ alumni and seniors $5, 
general $6. 
WEDNESD-1,Y, FEBRUARY 17 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH - Residence Hall Film Series, 
"Eyes ~n the Prize." Upper Quad, TBA. , 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. 
]A Y LENO, COMEDIAN IN. CONCERT - Sponsored by 
SCOPE. Field House, 8 _p.m. (doors o_pen 7:15 p.m.) students 
$8.50, general and at door $11.50. Tickets at MUB Ticket 
Office. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In The Shadow of the Gleri," 
and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. 
THURSDAY, FEBR~ARY 18 
LAST DAY to withdraw and qualify for 1/ 2 tuition refund . . 
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG iUNCH SERIES - ''Lorraine 
Hansberry: The Black Experience in the Creation of Drama." 
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30 - 2 p.m . . 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE -- Granite State Room, MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. 
LUNCH BOX VIDEOS - Working In The Theater -
American Theater Wing Se~inar, "Working In The Theater: . 
The Ptrformance." H,ennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 12:30 p.m. · . ' 
WRITERS SERIES - Richard Marek: on publishing. Room 
216, Hamilton Smith, 4 p.m. , 
MUSO FILM-:- "Matewan." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 
·9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. · .
1
, · 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "In The Shadow of the Glen," 
and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. · 
. . - ' 
SPAIN: CULTURE NIGHT - Join us in celebrating the 
culture of Spain. Smith Hall, Main Lounge, 8 p.m., free. 
. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19 
LAST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit. 
LAST DAY to carry more than 20 credits (undergrad) or 
16 credits, (grads), without a surcharge. 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, 'MUB, 
noon to 5 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - · "In The Shadow of the Glen," 
and "The Well of the Saints." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. . 
By Tim Thornton 
UNH fraternities and soror-
ities celebrated the inauguration 
.of their new pledges with a 
milder form .of the traditional 
"Bids Nite" last Friday, an event 
t_h.at pleased Greek Advisor 
Michael Sciola. 
No Bids Nite related arrests 
were reported by local author-
iti'es. 
serve a'lcoho1, you can see how 
-things have calmed down and 
the Greek System has taken a 
more responsible approach to 
Bids Nite," said Von Doepp, a 
Kappa Sigma brother. 
·1 .. ·.CALENDAK INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO . ,,;-· 
THE OFFICE ~F STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUU . . 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) . · .,,, 
According to lnterfraternity/ 
Council Vke President Pete Von' 
Doepp, "'a lot of problems were 
avoided" 
1
by organization and 
careful planning. • 
"It just goes to show that if 
the Greeks are given the chance, 
they can ma.ke. an adult deci-
sion," said .Sciola, who aided the 
fraternities by drawing up a plan 
to promote responsible alcohol 
use in the chapter houses on 
·campus. 
.,: "Some of my co-lleagues 
· thought thiogs would be differ-
.em," said Sciola,_alluding to past 
-_"traditional" Bids Nites. "But 
they were pleasantly surprised:·, 
.- . '.:'.lt .helped,to have houses that 
, . were <;l-~y,'.'_ ·s-aid Mary Spillman, 
a Phi Mu sister. In a letter to 
fraternity presidents several 
weeeks ago, S6ola urged all 
fraternities participating in Bids 
Nite festvities to abide by all 
local and· state ak0hol laws. 
"Frorri the fact that so many 
hou·ses did not open up (for 
parties afterward) and did not 
The only mishap of the ev-
ening occured at Alpha Tau 
Omega fraternity, wh,e,r~_l>roth-
er J0hn Kongs v ik suffered a 
broken collarbone after a fall. 
Kongsvik was treated and re-
leased at· Wentworth-Douglas 
Hospital in Dover. · · 
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. Hair And Skin Care For The . family 
35 Main St. • Durham 
868-7051 ~ 
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1.\-CADEMIC 
CHEMISTR y ;INSTRUCTION ALASSIST ANCE: __ : 
QFFICE: A spehal. tutoring service for general 
chemistry courses located in Room Gl 12.of Parsons: 
flall, staffed by chemistry graduate teaching 
assistants t_µtoring,,students ir~ chemistry 403, 494., 
and 405. Instruction-al materials will be available. · 
Hours: Mon~Thur, 1-2 pm and 5-7 pm, Fti ,, 1-2' 
pm and Tues and Thur 8:30-9:30 am. · ·_ · , . 
CAREER ' ,-; 
~.::; 
The following are sponsored by Car~er Planning 
& Placement: , 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: .Need help 
-With your career direction? Small-group workshop 
i§ design~d to help you asses skills, interests, values 
a_nd career goals. Tuesday, );'ebruary 16, Room 203, 
Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only, 
Room 203, Huddleston. 
~HOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: A two-part 
}"Ot:kshop designed to guide undeclared students 
throl:1gh a decision-~aking process for choosing. . 
a· ma1or. Tuesday, February 16 and Tuesday, March 
l·, MUB, 5-7 p.m. All students are invited to attend. · 
Call 862-2010 to register. 
RESUME WORKSHOPr Tips and techniques ~ni,,,, 
'Yriting a marketable resume':""Thursday, February 
18, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 4-5 p.m. 
. . ' . . \· . . 
JOB SEARCH_ WORKSHOP: Are you making the 
- rpost of your job search? Lt?arn about different 
wavs to help VOH uncover possibilities in your field. 
Thursday, Feburary 18; Forum Room, Diamond! 
J;.ibrary, 7-8 p.m. · 
GENERAL 
PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP STUDIES: Spon-
~ored by United Campus Ministry. Bible study on 
the Minor Prophets leading to a look at contem-
porary prophets. Wednesdays, Waysmeet, 15 Mill 
\load, 7-8 p.m. 
·:)i_ 
f.:S.IS (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD): 
A sharing discussion for, survi,vors of incest (no' 
~.busers) . Thursdays, Non-Traditional Student 
;enter, Pettee House, 4-5:30 p.m. 
PIZZA LUNCH: Join other non-traditional students 
9n Fridays for pizza at $1 per slice (beverages 
ayailable), at the Non-Traditional Student Center;· 
Pettee House, noon to 2 p.m. 
GOURMET DINNERS: Sponsored _ by Hotel 
Administration. "The Pui:suit of Excellence - An 
. (?lympic Tradition," a seven course gourmet dinner 
with cocktail ·hour, and entertainment. Created 
by _students of the Hotel Administration Program. 
}:.nda_Y, February 26 and Samrday:,- February 27, 
Ciramte S,~ate Room, MUB, 6: 1-5 p.m. Tickets go 
on sale Tuesday; februacy 16 at MUB Ticket Offic.;e, 
10 a.m. - ·4 p.11)., M-F. 
STRESS M.ANAGEMENT STRATEGIES WORK-
SHOP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student 
Center. Presented by UNH Health Education and 
Promotion off ice. Life can be a hectic challenge 
o_f juggling roles and responsibilities for the non-
rtaditional student .. yet some tips on making "the 
balan~ing act'.: a bit easier. Tuesday,. February 16, 
Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 
\-2:30-2 p.m. 
CONCERT OF IRISH TRADITIONAL MUSIC: 
· Sposoresf ,by lJNH _Country Dancers. W.iuh Patrick ' 
Street, fi-at'u"ri'ng 'c'oFi&i'.rri:porary legends_ from the 
Bothy Ban.cl, Planxty, and De Dannan. Suiufay, 
February 28, Fichards Audetorium, Murkland: 7 
p.m., students $3, general $8. Tickets at MUB Ticket 
Office, 862=2290. · 1" - ·: • -- _ -- _ · _ 
: LESBIAN NETWORK: Non-tr~ditio~al st~dent~, 
stciff and faculty are invited to attend this initial 
.me~ting, to discuss ideas, concerns and future 
m~eting times. Bring your lunch and relax with 
others in a COf!l~Ortable setting. Thursday, February -
18, Non-Tradmonal Student Center Petree House 
12:30 .- 2 p.m. - ' . '. 
THEATER A UDiTIOWS FOR THE PLAY 
"MOTHER COURAGE": Open to . ail UN.H 
students. Advance reading material. av~ilable 
beginning Feb. 15 ·in Room d-22 of the PCAC. 
Backstage help and users needed too. Sunday, 
February 21, Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 2 p.m. 
Callbacks/late auditions at 5 p.m. 
RETREAT ON FAiTH: Sponsored by Catholic ' 
Student Organization. Crossroads to Faith· "Where 
Am I (?n M~ Faith Journey?" February 26, 27,28 
at ~ollmg ~1dge Retreat Center, Mass. Transpor-
- tatH?n provided. UNH students $40, scholarships. 
available, non-students $50. Contact Jeanne 
Wetherby, 862-1310. 
HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN) : Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or durg use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & 
Th1:1rdays, Health Service Center, noon to 1 p.m, 
SMOKE- STOP CLINIC: Sponored by Health 
Service. A clinic for indi.viduals who would li'ke 
to quit smoking. Sunday, February 14, and T~esday, 
February 16, Health Service Center, 7 p.m. ,. , ._ 
CPR_ DEMOSTRA TION: Sponsored by Health 
Servtees. Wednesday, February 24, Health Service 
Center, 7 p .. m . . 
AL-ANON (OPEN) MEETING : IA<lividuals . 
affected by anothds use of alcohol ,?ri-R_th~~ df~g?~ , , _,. 
Mondays, Room 106,James, noon to 1 p.~.- · · 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEET- . 
IN<;iS: Fot indi~id1;1als who have been affected by 
their pareots dnnlcmg. Thursd;;tys, Health Services _ 
Center, 1-2 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (Wom-
en only): Wom_en concerned about their drinki~g 
or prug use. Fridays, Health S~rvice Center, noon ' 




COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE. 
MEETING: An organization composed,of students, . 
staff and community members working for a safer 
nuclear free world. Wednesdays, Forum Room, 
Library, 7 p.m. -
HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Will discuss 
·2-phase. Tuesday, February 16, Light H~_rse 
Classroom, 6 p.m. · ' . · 
ASIAN- AWARENESS GROUP MEETING.: A -· 
ne~ org_ani~a.tion formed to bring together the 
Asian mmormes on campus. To provide a positive 
experience f.or those of con;imon background and 
bring about an aw~reness on cam.pus. Tuesday, 
February ,16, Hanover Room, MUB, 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
'• '" • ' : -
I .... , 
- ·EQUINE SEMINAR: Sponsored by Dept. of Animal 
S_ciences. Marjorie Kittredge, Windrush Farm. · 
Therapeµtic. ridiQg programs f~H the dis;ibled .. 
Tue~day, February 16, Light Horse Classroom, 
Horsebarn, 4;10-5 p.m. Open to public. (i:OMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET~ 
I~G: ~tar~ir?,g w~th a prtef update on the pofitical 
RENTAL HOUSING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored _ situation m_ Central Ainerica, the meetings vary; 
li¥ Commuter/ Tran'sf~r Center. For information from _plan~mg up~omirig events to playing games 
dli making the transition from dorm life to an and_ discussmg US involvement jn Central America. 
a";.partment or house, join us at ou·r werksheps . .. J::ut.~dJly§, C~r:rnJ.1/BelknapJl,oom, MUB, 7.p.rn. _ 
Lots of full chaises at the Blood Drive. Keep, it pp!1(Stacy Murgo t 
photo)· . .... - · .. · · · ': -- _ . ., -' / ,,_, _:::,.:;:.....-._' ·" ,:'· · · 
Snow takes bite outi 
.of NH 
;By Sue Kinney · weather, Hoyt said, but' she 
Three cancelled blood drives listed other reasons. "I think 
-bec~use of February's inclement the primary -is a fa~ctor too. _f_, __ : : 
weather have~'left New Hamp- People are bus\,twJbfRti:tgH or . 
shir~t~ _blooq supply short, ac- candidates,'_'. Hoyt s~id: ,_.~ '" ,. ; 
cording to J arty Stearns, the Stea·rns has worked for the 1, 
Durham Red Cross Blood chair- Red Cross for 36 years and has ftz 
worn.an. · -seen just: one cancellati0n. -f,,_~ 
The cancelkd Dover ·b'lood "This is amazing," she said. 
.drive las.t week could · have "We've had three cancellations 
produced 150 pint-s'of-blood, in th~ month of f::ebf,P;ary.f ,. .. t 
according to Rae.Ann Hoyt, the With the shortage of blood ~-
As,si,stant Coo:rdinator at the on hand, Hoyt urged students 
.. \J~H Blood Drive ... N~wHamp- to overcome their fears and give 
shire needs 350 pints .of.b.Iood blood.: "' __ , .. _ . 
. a w.e.ek . , _ : ·, .. - 7 "You can help three. to six 
· ''.TJ;lis .is ·nor-,~~ irnergency people with one pint of blood, 
-;;Sjtu_a;ci!!).Q,'..bllt..it c.ould be:if more dep~n1~~9;-~~\:~q~ ,~f~-i~~'f tok~n 
.,dr-i-v:e"S: 1-· are cancelled/ ' . _said up rompo.n,<:!,fl~ V4-'t e -_flfo;,t1;_$aid. 
Stearns:,-The .goal1 for -th'e blood ''I've been giving since I was a 
drive at UNH is 1,000 pints' of freshman here. The first time-
. b_l9od, but .159 -~-~ga _pi_n,ts. of __ I was scared, and afterwards I 
bloqd wou1d, Qr~ ni~e r9 .c~rttpen- . feft as if l ·made an influence ·on 
. sate for the_loss,,.she said: ' someone's life. Now, I'm almost 
· - ~',The s0.:!1¢ct(o'n abi~ity for up to three g3;l19_ns." , _ ✓,,, ,:- ,,•, · 
blood .dppat~G>.P.~ is·,. down now Stearns ·ex.9,tessea}:ati bp t'im-
. because,of the,'.:Wea,thei, but the is tic view th~
1
t st~dent~ ~would " 
need for blood increases because come through in this time of 
there are more accidents," said need. . ,. 
Hoy{ . ·"•· ~--.' -· " .,. . -· " '·Tfe 'alvia'ys been·· pfoud "'of __ J: 
Ne'?' Hampshire's·bJood con- UNH. I started it, and I'm still · ;_ 
surription is up because more doing it," said Stearns. ''I've 
.. open -heart surgery . is going on gotten attached to ;rfi~ p~ogram 
in the_ state now. · · and the kids. Usually, if i:hey're .. , 
Monday's· weather ·was not called on, they respond." 
:good for donors becau-se of the 
Learn .. German 
This .Summer 
. \.· )1 ·. 1,-:1 : \: 
June 26-
August: 5, 1988 
Tlie Eiglitli Ann1p1l German Suntnter Sdtool 
Ii_Horma,tion 'intlude'S, whe're to look and-amou1:it , ,,. . i . . , , , , , . ,_ - . ,- .. , =, ' . ,. - , . . ·, ,. 
of rerirs. '-Tuescfay, February 16, Main Lo~n'ge:· , .. , N~1W.,':f~~~A~:ttf '! :~1~q~Sf!I.~;¥EE-~i~<;r'.~-- J_,c 
f;!ubbard. Wetlip.esday, February 17, Main Lounge, Jo11;1 .~s, fot meaningful ~o~sh~p, chnst-centere_d ·' 
1
' 
Jess~e poe. -T~tirsday, February 18, Main Lounge, , tearh111-_~• and w,a~m chnstt~n fellpw~1hip. We?.~ 
Qevme. All workshops from 7-8:30 p.m. nesday_~, MUB, 7-8.30 p.m. · 
of tlie Atla-n-tic·aHhf Untversitfl ·Of Rltode 1$land-in . 
· · ·to-operation·witft-=llie Goetlie Institute Boston. 
: 'c~:m~n ~ill b.~ {i,;· s~le i~nguage of communication. ~fld.Ceqnan ' 
_ life and culture 'it:i~heart of this six week residencyi p,rgg1a~ ,qf~ 
. intensive languag~-:study: 
t~ r J; . . r • · I , 
You may earn up to.nine unde'rgraduate or graduate credits w'hile 
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus, just 
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent oeaches ahd his-
toric summer c~lon.ies. · 
. This program .is idealf~; suited for anyone . wishing to l~arn or 
improve his or her German -- . fr~m , business pepple _ a'nd 
travelers, to . students planning work or i,tudy abroad. Take 
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this total 
German Language experience. · 
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Wants to invest in. chi:ld- • Study the greenhouse Ye·s. Pro-cnoice 
hood ed:1.J'catioh and iril~ +; e f f e c t , _ e n e- r g y 
I 
Wants to promote demo- Supports INF treaty, -fa-
cracy in Central Amer- vors SDI research 
_ prove public . schools-- ; efficiency--Buy criti.cai 
Plans to· make college· i ecosystems and recrea-' 
· , affordable--guarqnteed l · tion land 
college loans to 9isad- i 
.:: 
va·ntaged ·, · · ·I 
Incentives for teachers- Limits on acid rain em-
-promotes fairness and issions, regulate nuclear 




. Wants closer ties be- I 
tween schools and cor-
national environmental 
summit 
Would fight acid rain, 
nuc'lear waste, ground 
Pr6-choice 
Pro-choice 
ica and Latin America--
-no aid to contras 
No aid to contras Opposes SDI, Sl.,l~ports 
INF 




Supports INF treaty, op-
poses SDI 
' 
· Ing programs promote energy conser·-
., vation and efficiency--
study greenhouse effect 
Wants to eliminate illi- Wants to clean up ha-
teracy and high school zardous waste sites 
dropouts--wants to Ieng-
then school year, i.m-
prove teac.her salaries .I 
~ 
Advocates higher salar- Increase EPA f·unding to 
ies for teachers-- study toxic air and 
suggests l.engthening groundwater pollutants, 
s_chool year-,.more adult forest management, oir 
retraining and foreign ., and mineral exploration, 
~anguage instruction hydrology and land use 
planning · 
Would double federal Supports recycling, 
education budget--: energy conservation, 
·increase spending for elif!linaHon _of , unsafe 
p.reschoo.1- programs-~- , JoxIc ~aste sites · 
ensure equal oppor-tun- -, 
! .:ity ,, 
Wants· to eli'minate illi- Wants to increase re-
teracy and -hi,gh school' · search and testing--will 
dropouts·--improve for- spend money necessary_ 
eign ·1anguage·teaching .. -· to deal·with env. prob,-:_ 




Advocateste,achercom- I Wants to cl~an up ha- . 
petency'-tesfs and m~rit I zardous waste sites--
. pay for . te~chers and .would promote clean air 
principals-:..suggests·co1:.: . and water--would renew 
lege savings bonds to commitment to preser-
·help cover costs · · vation of forests and 
parks . , . , _ 
Suggests move back to . Would enforce enviror)-
basics: English, math, i, ·_; 1taI iaws, esp. on 
·• .,S·C i en-c er ,co rp,p u re r acid. rain and hazardous 
hai'h<i'ng.: ~a~\,ocates waste cl'ean-up 
l~~~Ji,ke :--acq_q~Ats ,for 11 · 
-higher.: education ·. 








,.r 1 · 
· Endorses -Arias· peace . Supports lf'iF treaty; sup-
plan · · ports SDI research but 
Promotes Arias peac-e 
plan. opposes contra aid 
Opposes contra aid 
opposes deployment' 
Supports INF,- fa'vors 
cuts in SDI 
Supports INF, opposes 
SDI 
: ' ,r 
·: Opposes contra aid, sup- · Sup port's .INF tre'aty, fa-
, ports, s_oc!,al reform. vars very limited/ SDI 
research and ·opposes 
d·eployment ·, 
Would reverse Roe vs. Supports - aid t o :the SupportsJ NF tre·aty, fa-
Wade, and support an . ·contras:.··-has reserva- · vars vigorous SDI re-
amendment with an ex- fions _ about Arias peace. search fo r deployment-
ceptioh for the life of the · plan · · in the early 1 990s 
mother, rape or incest 
·noes not support a_bor-
i tion ' -
! ~' 
1 •' .. 1. -
i ; 
Supports contra aid 
: _· . 
Supports INFtreafy,sup- · 
. ports · research and· de--
, velopment of SEW - -
' . . · ,.- ' , ',.· . 
Would eliminate illiter-
acy by year 2000--
eliminate federal De-
par~ment of EdL.ication-
-suppbrts vouchers and 
merit pay for teachers-
-advocates voluntary 
school braver. 
Would create national Does not support abor- ! Supports aid to contras 
. task force to coordinate: tion 
1 env. solutions -af loc~I' , .. 
Would create a Delta-
type strike ·force to com-
bat terrorism--opposes 
INF treaty, supports ear-
ly deployment of 80 I 
·and regional levels 
.. ,, .. 
D -. Democratic .presidential 
t 
Students registered inJhe}o~ of Durham can vote at the ·Oyster River:;High School '1"01118 a.m .. -to ·7 p.m. Compiled by ·, ... 
Jay Kumar 
candidate 
R -' Republican ·presidential · 
candidate 
~. ~. 
• • ,~ ' # 
. _ The 01tet;sh~tt1e· will be available fr,ee, leavi~g every twenty,DQDUtes ~111 T-Hall to take you to the polls. 
Yi: ,._, - ~ ., ·. ' • . 
~ ,~ _, v:i' .J , k-.:..~ "$..t-~~""'.'l• •.,,..::,.:... ... c,..., :. 
\ 
_, P,,A.GE slGHT .THE NE'ij HAM,PSH18E TU:ESDAY., 'FEBRUARY 16, 1988 . . ' ... . . . ' ·. ,,. 
a~~* ' ' - ~ . ' ~ . .• \ . ~ • • r,,.Y ' . . . ' ,. (" ' . 
<·,;;,At!!'::-. H.,. ·· 1·. v.·L. u; ■- 00F: - :- - - " .... -
. : :•,:::;;: '... -~ 
,DOLLAR,UST WENT UR 
Now you can fly to Amsterdam . . This car rentafoffer'is only good ' 
from .Boston at a budget-stretching · for parties of two or more, on flights 
low fare. on May i5th·, _22nd and 29th . . 
. ' Enjoy a free re;ntal car for a week. -. So caU your travel ager:it, 
· · And still get all the impeccable . preferred ~hbles.aler, or Martin.air 
service you expect from a fine Dutch now, at 1-800-84 7-6677. · · 
airline. · · -Before all the '~ar~ have gone. 
Plus direct flights ·to Holland. 
U/ · Martinair Holland 
'7' . The other Dutch airline. 
"Certain cancellation conditions and other restrictions apply. For information 
conditiof)s of the operator/participants contract. please contact Martinair: 
A N -
GRADlJATt NURSES, 
THE START OF 
YOUR.·NURSING CAREER DOESN,.T ·, 
·.D}~/}:::?._ MEAN:· TJ!E END OF LEARN~ING. 
?/ff-'(:'' .. _ ·At ConcordHospit-al, we understand tha_t Jh,e learning proce?s does not 
-"'.'
1
-::-·, •••• \;, ·/, stop upon graq1;1atron. We pride ourselves in a strong individ(ialized drien- · 
•r:· ·-✓ 1<:_>;> :r:-,Jatjer\<prograrrfto;h~lp you make a smooth transition from schlool to career . 
• \ ~?\/t;.~?;/w~:'ott~r ,gr~.duat~'rwfses the chall~n'°g~s tnat' com:~ along with in nova-
. ,~>>:>,:{r~.:~-'\ 'tioh·'~uph -~i .out computerized nursing system. We can also offer you 
_ ':i/:;';/::7":J@?s!-!')~ .¢o~f/c;J~n~~J~,~t comes alo~g with a_c~mprehen~ive .s~pport systems_ 
,::' ,::,'/,< -i.::11·; ·1:r1~l~ding c1.,:~1oal:~preceptorsh1p and dm1cal Nurse- Spec,ahsts: . · 
. .;rrfi'.~r.~'.i~Jte;,9rsing opportunities for(iradu~te Nurses c1,mel1Jiy exist 
~~.!~-m.e,r:y/,.ftenal/Urology, Diabete·s- Oluster, Sl.1b$t~triee :A~use,, Psv- : 
-·,;<· Jq;,Services, Pediatrics and Orthopedics . . · - ¢~ 1 • _ r !Yi::•,>:· ·,:_ ~ · · ~- '.~ ,. : t . ' ~ , r ·.'" fl.".d ~ 
v~:rfrlcrt:i~~~~~-~i~~~ · 
PPPC>RTUNltlES. . , . I 
'\-~(-;", :_- '/:;,:·· ,: • _t;OLU. <A'.-, "R· E . . : A··:_: L,- sto-" .· IN: ·v·---, ·r· ED-,,"!l:Q 
:.,:-•:" :. I,'>:~~•(:.""; •;•5 1' 11 
• '; ~·-, .. _·-, ~t'.r.ENO·;;QUR~-0·6PEN -z; HOUSE 
i'~:};L; Q_N''$PNDAY, .:FEBRUARY 28TH 
-'\. ·\ .- .FRQM 1:00PM. TO 5:00PM. 
· \/s\ _PLE,ASE CALL PERSONNEL 
-;: . SERVICES FOR MORE INFOR-
MATION. 
Apply to Concord Hospital, Per-
sonnel Services, 250 Pleasant 
Street, Concord, NH 03301 (603) 
· 225-2711, ext. 3700. 
An equal opportunity employer 
Little Sibs get ready to conv~rge on Durham two week~nds from 
now. (file photo) 
IRO:prepares for . 
sibling's weekerid· 
· By Michele LaForge · a Disney movie fesr·ival. 
The Imer Residence Organ- , In addition to activities set 
ization (IRO) announced its ·up primarily for ·the •siblings, 
plans for a "Little.Sib's" wee- IRO has coordinated its wee~ 
kend which would allow stu- kend to Winter Ca_r·n'ival, said 
dents ,to have younger, brothers '· Jackson. The · dance 'at the MUB 
and sisters spend the weekend Saturday night, as well as other 
at UNH, according to Elizabeth Winter Carnival activities, will 
Jackson, president of IRO. be open to everybody. · 
Siblings weekend willbe held · Ttie top floor pf .the MUB is 
February 26-28, coincidin.g with, · being transformed into BourBon 
and'toordinated with -Winter -· Stie~t, an4 kids, o,fall a,ges will 
Carnival Weekend, saidJarkson. "ertjoy . the' stre'~t . musicians, 
IRO has been developing . shops, and jugglers:· . 
plans witl) ._indiv-idual dormito- , · Scpedules for L~tde ~ibling 
ries for,,aqEiYid.€~_; a-Q.d p_~ojects, '. Weekend will be posted 'in_ The 
buf alLl v~_bt!/are,'.·gpen campus- New Hampshire3:nd a"t';J~ihe 
wide, riot restrict~d to members _.MUB· in{o.rwari.on-desk. The 
of a particula·r dorm, she said. contact cobldirdror' from . nto 
. In general, mo~t dorqiitories can be ,rec1-ched .i11 case _of ques-
are planniqglour;ige sleep-overs, tions·, and all hall representa-
.... mov:}:~ fe,stivals, and games. . rives have informa'tiorfon'Little 
.i :S,dm_f ·d_ottps hav~ already sub- . 'Sib Weekend. . 
· J, II;{itt~9/e_htativ¢ fi'laffS~ Smith ' IRO encourages· everybody. 
-< HaJL.w:ill;Be havip.g a pinata for to-bring· some'one· :to _ "Little 
-:~~e f~-~l~f~~ :~r"6:30 PIT?- ·Saturday 'Sib's'' weekend~ ff not a.brother 
. -- n1gnt.~Sev~r,~l dorms . are_ plan- . or sister, rhena niecebr oephew. 
>. 11irtg-:':"J'.:he Sjq-lfng Games" · Reiweeh · hockey games,'. ' and 
· (similar' ,t_cf \:,Tpe- Newlywed · movies, ice -sculptures;· and ice 
,~am._e'.')'; ·:Hit:c_hcock Hall is creims, you won?t have to hunt 
,:., s:~t_ting /uip;' a h1a\]:nted house, and for ~hings for your sib1ing,•- or 
.· · F~itchild-Hall will be having for yourself - to do'. _ 
.· · a draw;"you-r-sib,ljng contest, and 
, }:Yo_ung's Restaurant 
_:~/:/:~ ·c ,offee Shop, -Inc. -_· 
\<:>,J:: ·. , .. 
~ ~ 
· , eberry_pancakes served w/ cpffee 
•· , · · · · · . .'$~_. __ :,io, _· ·r - - . 
Hbt Ham and ·Swiss served on i{suh 
roll served w/ a cup of homerrtade . 
. soup or chq_w_cfer ; $2. 95 . . 
'J 
Dinner 
Homemade chicken pie served w/ 
tossed salad, mashed potatoes, _ 
and cranberry sauce. $3. 95 
48 Main St -
·--<'.'._ Durham NH 
/ 
--SIMO·N . 
(continued frqm page 1) 
/program involves -controlling 
the. arms race and artillary 
buildup arid putting more mo-
. ney into goods and services for 
the people, especially education 
which he-sa.id has been-neglected 
in recent years. 
When asked about his stand 
on Seabrook and other nuclear 
power plants-by s\ udem ques -
tionnaire Laura ~Cuozzo, Simon 
emphati·cally said he deplores . 
all types of nuclear power. 
"If my vote prevailed in the 
senate, you wouldn't see a 
Seabrook today. I visited Sea·-
brook a few days ago and you 
have a great imagination if you 
think you can evacuate safely. 
Nuclear energy has two major 
problems, accidents and waste 
that lasts for 10,000 years. We' re 
creating major problems," he 
said.·_ ,. . _ 
Cuozzo was happy with this 
response and said that she will 
be voting for Sj mon in the 
primary tomorrow. 
"He has a lot of good.ideas 
and he is realistic at the same 
time. Of all the democrats, he· 
has the experience and strength 
to pull these ideas off. I think 
• he'll be a really good president," 
she said 
Simon stressed the impor-
tance of what voters will do in 
the next 30 hours and how it 
will ultimately decide the fate 
of the nation. 
"What I bring is experience 
as well as motivation. I bring 
a knowledge,- an attitude, a 
commitment. -We are limited 
by our dreams and by our 
leadership. You, my friends, can -




<conrinued from page I) 
in the ·amount of $400." 
Germain said he never re- · 
ceived a s.econd check for the 
remaining amount. D,ean re-
ported that Schmitt said she ha<l, 
sent the second check but at the 
time of the arrest, Germain still 
had not received the second 
check which he attributed to the 
mail system. 
1 
"She definitely has learned 
her lesson, though time will tell, 
and she is going to get counsel-
ing back home for the semes~ 
ter," Dean said. "Her parents 
assured me of that." 
Dean and UNH Police 
pursued a misdemeanor charge 
as op.posed to a felony charge, 
"The main thing was for The 
New Hampshire to get the 
money back and to get a guilty 
plea," said Dean. Dean said this 
simple "!,Venue was pursued so · 
the situation could be rectified 
quickly. · _ 
Dean· said no U Q.iversity ~c-
tion is being taken: -
"It really angered me that The 
New Hampshire was taken 
advantage of. Unf9rtunately, 
we learn~d -the hard way not to 
be so trusting, '. ' said Cote. 
"But we 've taken positive 
·steps to eliminate the problems 
that led to the situation," she 
said. 
The' ·New Hampshire has 
rented a locked post ·office box 
at the Durham Post Office and 
is revamping its bill collecting 
process, according to Cote. 
Schmitt is at home in Mary-
land and was unavailable for 
comment. 
you are ready for 
The New · 
- Hamp-shire!!! 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1988 
An education for those who can't look ·the other-way. 
If you gain satisfaction Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. 
• Exercise Sciences 
Athletic 'Iraining 
Bio mechanics . 
PAGE NINE 
• I 
· from reaching out and 
helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you. At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions. 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
potential. 
Master of Education 
Programs 1 Clinical Exercise Physiology· 
Most of our programs are 
offered on a part-time and 
full-time basis and combine 
classroom theory with 
practical, hands-on 
experience. 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of 
Reading · 
• Curriculum and 
Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• :Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
Administration 
• Special Education 
M;88ter of Science 
Programs 
• Counseling Psychology 
Al02 
• Physical Education · 
• Recreation, Sport & 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabilitation Counseling 
• Speech-Language . · 




· • Elementary & Secondary · 
School Teacher Preparation 
• Special Education 
Intro. to The ,Short Story 
When Carla told me that my date 
was a little short.,-J thought she was 
talking dollars and cents·., riot feet and 
inches. So there I was at the door., in 
niy spiked heels., starirtg at the . top of 
my date's head. 
All I could think was., how do I 
get myself out of this? I could imagine 
how my legs would ache if I had to walk 
- around with my knees bent all evening. 
So to stall for time, while figuring 
out how to fake malaria, I made us 
some Double Dutch Chocolate. · 
· When I brought it into the living 
room, I discovered that Gary was 
a chocolate lover too. Ahh, a man 
after my own heart. Okay, I de-
cided Hi give him a chance. So we 
sat down and saw each other face-
to-face for the first time.· He had a 
nice smile. 
After some small talk~I mean 
conversation-I discovered that we 
_ both love Updike, hat~ r'he winter 
weather, and both have ~i_nia-
ture schnauzers. So., we made 
a date to introduce Shadow 
and Schatzi next week. 
· General Foods® International Coffees. 
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EXTRA EXTRA - -• READ Alt -ABOUT IT!!! --
BUSIN"ESS MANAGER 
GAIN HANDS ON EXPERIEN-CE 
AND MARKETABLE SKILLS -. 
* MANAGE CASH FLOWS IN 
EXC~SS OF -$1.5 MILLION -
* ADMINISTER BUDGETS 
TOTALING $750,0QO 
* OVERSEE TEN STUDENT - RUN 
ORGANIZATIONS._- -
* ACADEMIC CREDIT AVAILABLE 
-*-PAID POSITION 
\ _,J 
-TAKE THE PLUNGE -AND LEARN VALUABLE -. ' . 
-LEADERSHIP SKILLS. MANAGING THE 
, • 
I 
STUDENT -ACTIVITY FEE 
! 
: Prc-K CJpJ\N,APPlICAi10Ns:;:1 • .• 
_ _ _ IN RObM 124A AT THE'tv1UB ~-; - ._ - -. 





The Air Force is loddng tt , 
. pilds ... navigat<X'S •• •. 
missileers ... mgineers. .. · 
~and ... . more. Our posi-
s are important. 'lbtl can get one 
gh Air Force ROfC. · 
As an Air Force ROfC cadet, }OU'll be trained 
in leadership and management practices. You may 
· also apply for our scholarship program that helps pay 
college e,cpenses, plus $100 per academic month, tax free. 
After graduation, }OU'll have all the prestige and respon-
sibility of an Air Force officet You'll diSCCNer a new \\Ul'ld -
where }OU'll be challenged to excel ... and rewarded for }OOr 
success. Let us give }00 the details today -
Capt Gl oria L. C o pe land 
603 - 86 2-:- 148 0 
, 
Leadership bcellence Starts Here 
February 16 - 22 
MUB CAFETERIA 
Open from 7:3bam to 3:00pm, Monday through Friday. · 
Check out our daily breakfast 
sp ecials and our variety of luncheon items. n 1e Mub 
Cafeteria is t_he place to eat! 
NIGHT GRILL 
Open Monaay through Thursday_ 3pm to 9:30pm. Daily 
specials only 95¢. What a bargain!! 
Monday - BLT 
· Tuesday - Hamburger _ 
Wednesday - Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Thursday - Slice of chee-se pizza and an 8oz'. 
- soft drink 
( n o · substitutions please) ·. 
PISTACHIO'S 
Check out Happy Hour at Pistachio's!! Monday through 
Friday between 4&7pm. 45¢ cones of 
the best ·scoop iri town!! We, are loGated in th~ Memorial 
Uni•on Building next to the . 
Granite State Roem. Why pay more when you can come 
to Pistachio's and p·ay less? 
CATERING 
L€t Mub Cate-ring help you turn yo~r meeting or party 
into a success. For more · 
information please call Diane at a:62-2484. -,...___ . 
THE PICTURE PLACE -
The Lowest Prices in Town, Guaranteed satisfaction 
and Kodak Quality. · 
'If Your Pictures Are Not Becoming To You, You Should -
Be Coming To' Us.' · J 
. . ' . . . . . . . 
. MUS MAF.{KET PLACE : . 
_ -f~b;"l -6 Cbmic Books, Wpstair_s b?.bjnj '_ ·
/:·'fe-b) 1:T .0Verc6,aJs;upstafrs ·halcqny:":-,·.;:•·•--- y·; , :.- _ 
Feb .. 'l8 Sweate.fo, .importe,d clotbin\J, upstafrs ·bal9ony 
·Feb.-19· Sweatshirts: sweatpants,· S\l\'.eat~rs, upstairs -_ 
balcony ·· )- -
J 
-- POLLS 
(continued from page 3) 
added, "Bur if a person is 
jnformed about the issueJ, then 
the polls don1t really matter." 
There also seems to be dis-
agreement as to what they r:nean 
to the media. City Editor of the 
Concord Monitor, Mark Travis, 
said, ,;It influences _the press 
more than the voters." 
"A lot of the reporters tend 
to hang ·around the hot candi-
dates, and stay away from those 
that are behind in the polls," 
he said. "We don't do polls, and 
do not put much value on them." 
Charlie Perkins argued that 
polls are useful. _ 
"A poll is newsworthy be-
cause it is a reading of the 
people's mind at one instance 
in time," he said. 
What do the polls mean to 
the politicians? There are con-
flicting arguments on this view-
point as well. Democratic Pre-
sidential hopeful Bruce Ba}?bitt 
expressed his misgivings of the 
recent polls that chart him as 
a dark horse. At die Tin Palace 
!hursday, Babbitt spoke on the 
issue. 
"Some people want to : be 
associated with a winner, and 
so they go with whoever is on 
top and ignore .the issues," he 
said. 
Travis agreed ·with these 
views. 
"It's reaHy unfair to the 
candidates fo( _the press to focus . 
on the polls arid not the issues," 
he said. "We concentrate on 
issues." 
But despite the controversy, 
many agree that politicians 
cannot disregard the polling 
results. 
··'. 'Like therri or not, the pol-
itk,ians ~an't .ignore theidind-
irig~s," said-PIHil Kincade of the . -· \, 
P:oster}s Daily Democrat in · · .-.. 
Dover, "I think they are impor-
tant to the candidates. In the 
political game what is important 
is perception." 
· "The candidates have poll . 
people out everyday to' se.e 1 • 
e-xa~t_ly where they stand, in _ 
order to plan their campaign 
strategy effectively," he said. 
The . polls seem to me·ao: · 
different thi•ngs to different 
people at different times. A 
good description of the polls 
was given by Phil Kincade, "The 
polls help people, the media, 
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"Mom says the ·· ··. 
house just isn't the 
same·witho~t me, 
even though itS 
· a lot cleaner.,, 
Just because your Mom 
is far away, doesn't mean 
you can't be close. Yol,1 can 
still share the love and 
laughter on AT&T Long 
Distance Service. 
It costs less than you 
think to hear that she likes 
the peace and quiet, out 
she misses you. So,go 
ahead, give your Mom a 
call. Yo_µ qm.clean your 
room latedleach out and 
touch someone~ 
AT&T-
-Jhe right .choice. 
-· over 600 CoHege campuses-
Have GraduatedTo Zenith PC's. 
,, ,, \ 
From libraries to labs, Zenith gives them the speed and power to tackle · 
, ~ • tht! most ambitious projects. With PC's like a battery-powered hard drive 
6) .:! ; l~ptop. One of the quickest AT-compatible systems on th~ market. And 
- · ,elightningfastZ-386. To learn how ldata 
can help you, c~l I:800-842-9000 ,..-..,...- svstemS 
ext. I. We promise it'll be an J · , 
d ti. I . THE OUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES 
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MARCH 14 - 18 
SPRING BREAK 
• I .. §.e~.~!!!.L~~-~l~l~~l~~ ... £~M!.~.2. . 




EARN EXTRA INCOME OR 
land a good summer job 
GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING ,AT 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL ,rs 
EASY AND FL)N. TEL. (603) 659 - 3718 
■ CERTIFICATEAWARDED - ■ DAYOREVENINGCLASSES Ii EASY 
PAYMENT PLAN ■ CONVENIENT PARKING · ■ FLEXIBLE 
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE .& JOB SEARCH 







84 Main Street 
Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
. 
, En thusiasm wa.s i n the air at t he J ackson speech las t night. 
(Peter Tamposi photo) 
Do you want to gain valuable w'riting 'expe-
rience, ,have a . good time and get paid simult1aneously? 
Then The New Hampshire i~ for you! 
_; 
-TASK FORCE-
<cor:;itinued from page 3) , 
the rdsoh;1tion and expects that 
he will oppose the act when it 
comes off the table. Rose is one 
of those who are nervous about 
the proposed "less adverserial" 
characteristic of the .new system 
"I believe. the concept of a less 
adverserial ~ystem could only 
be achieved by infringing on the 
rights of the accused," he said. 
Rose said the accused's 5th 
Ammendment rights against 
self-incrimination could be com-
promised in the preliminary 
meetings system which limits -
the role of judicial adv.isors. 
Christopher Sterndale, con-
firmed as the new Senate par-
limentarian on Sunday,,said less · 
adverserial system is "a good 
start." · 
"The key is more commun-
ication betwe½n parties (in a 
judicial hearing)," according to 
Sterndale. · 
Sterndale, and most others, 
recognize some problems with 
the recommendations of the 
Task Force -that have not come 
before the Senate in either the 
resolution or act. 
Some of those issues which 
prom1se heated debate are: the 
recommendations that hearings 
be closed manditorially, the role 
of advisors be limited, the right 
of the accuser to appeal, and the 
handling of University hearings 
when criminal cases are pend-
ing, · 
"We wanted to get something 
out (recommendations to Dean 
of Students]. Gregg Sanborn) 
because I, person~lly, don't think 
the Interim Judicial Procedures-
are adequate," Clark said. 
Rodler, chairperson of the 
Judicial Affairs Council of the 
Senate, stressed the importance 
of acting quickly on the recom-
mendations to the administra-
tion to ensure that students have 
input in the·n ew judicial pro-
ceedures. 
"If ( the Task Force report) 
was brought up with all the 
specifics now, they'd probably 
fail. That doesn't -do the Senate 
any good," · Rodler said. 
He said and meetings will be 
· · held in the comming weeks to 
allow for input about the specific 
issues that have caused controv-
ersy in Senate debates. 
-LIBRARY-
<cominued from page 3) 
seating capacity another 1,000 
to 1,500 seats. During the next 
four years, however, the Uni -
versity allowed the library to 
lose 150 to 200 seats due to new . 
shelving. 
"It's ridiculous," said David ' 
Bristol, a··senior WSBE student. 
"It's gotten to the point where 
it can be a waste of time to come 
to the library and look for a spot 
to study." 
The library committee also 
stated that the library is con-
sidered full when 70% of the 
shelves are full. D"imond Library 
is now .more than 90% full and 
additional spaces ate still needed 
to store books: 
In the summer of 1987, the 
. Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, Richard Hersh, asked_ 
George Shipman, a consultant 
from the University of Oregon, 
to study the library: 
Known as the Shipman Re-
port, his findings are identical 
to what the 198.3 accreditation 
team found - the library n~eds 
more -money. He recommended 
that UNH increase the library's 
acquisitions for books and jour-
nals to a point comparabl,e to 
the libraries of the University 
of Vermont and the University 
of Maine. · 
The Associate U rfiversity 
· Librarian, Diane Tebbitts, said . 
the acquisition budget has been 
most affected by the rise in 
inflation. The cost of periodicals 
_ is up 20% . 
- "The University," Tebbetts 
said, "has given us a 40% 
increase. I just hope they con-
·tinue it for next years." 
Wins low said she believes the 
problem is the lac~ of money 
from the state. S,he said that 
UNH receives less than 30% 
of its fundsJrom the state_, while 
the students are providing 50% 
of it. · 
"It should be the other way 
around," she commented. 
But the Academic Senate 
library committee is making 
progress. Already President 
Haaland is looking into a, fund 
raising drive and in his 'next 
biannual budget report, he is 
plar;rning to ask for money to 
either fund an addition to the 
library or a whole new library, 
· according to Winslow. Winslow 
said this would be in effect for 
the years 1989-91. 
Tebbetts also mentioned com-
pact shelving to condense books 
and a storage library as other 
alterna.tives . He said he was 
unsure which would be chosen. 
"It all depends on what the 
University's long term plans 
are," Tebbetts said. , 
In all, Winslow and Tebbetts 
appeared hopeful. As Winslow 
said,. "I used to feel like we were 
fighting the University. Now 
I feel like they are trying to help 
us in any way they can." 
~ - ' . 
. · 11.'. vou think you're , 
having a heart attack, 
· think out loud.· · 
I ~ 3 1 _ "' \ ~ 
fil 
Chest discomfort that . 
. lasts longer than 
_two minutes is nothing 
· to fool around with. 
Play it safe and ask someone 
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WHERE WILL YOU LIVE NEXT, 
Th~!~~~r Transfer Center ·. ·~ .~ lll!IIIIIW-~ 
Offers Answers to Many of the 4:-. · 
Questions You Have: - · "~' ..,.~ 
~ p Our Big 3-Day Sale means up to 40% off everything in 
stock! Contemporary styles, 
great accessories - tell them 
after you've checked this 
- - En 
* When to look for housing· CL ~ S _ SI f' ~ 
one out! , 
* What kind of housing is available ~ _ /..-:;, 
* What to expect for rent .......__ - A " S / 
• lriformation about leases" . §u ~ 
Tile Lucky Strike 3-Da,y 
Sale: Sat., Feb. 20th -
Mon., Feb. 22nd. 
JOIN US' AT OUR WORKSH9PS 
All of this information and more will be 
given at our housing· workshops 
Hubbard --' Main Lounge February 16 
Jessie Doe - Main Lounge February 17 
Devine - Main Lounge _ February 18 
MUB - Hillsborough-Sullivan Rm. - March 24 
7-8:30 p.m . 
7-8 :30 p.m. 
7-8:30 p.m. 
7-8 :30 p.m. 
These workshops will include handouts of helpful 
51 Ceres St. • Portsmouth, NH 
603-436-2436 
information, a slide show . 
and discussions with lawyers, landlords, and experienced 
renters. 
J 
For more informaion call 862-3612 or 
stop by the Commuter Transfer Center in the MUB- room 136. 
1/4Jo ELSE COULD 
INVITE THE ENTIRE 
CITY OF SEATTLE TO 
STAY OVERNIGHT? 
· Not only could we play host to the . 
entire "popula'tion of most American cities, 
but we could provide each guest with their 
own private bath and personal maid service 
to boot. 
We're Holiday Corporation and 
that means leadership in the hospitality 
in~ustry. Leadership in terms of size. 
Leadership in terms of diversity. 
Holiday Corporation ·is a pioneer 
in the development of hotel properties 
tailored to the price considerations of 
business and vacation travelers. Holiday 
Corporation is an innovator in guest 
accommodati0ns like all suites hotels, 
teleconferencing services, and more. 
Holiday Corporation is many names and 
one consistent quality. · 
Most important, we're a 
thriving business. 
If you've .ever thought about 
· .exploring careers in the hospitality industry, 
we invite you to explore with us. Because 
when it comes t'o having room to grow, 
nobody has more rooms than us. 
HOLIDAY CORPORATION will host a reception on 
Wednesday, February 17, from 7:00 - 9:00 · 
p .m. in the. Kearsarge Room of the New 
England Center. Come m~et our recruiters 
and learn more about us! 
OnThursday, February J8, HOLIDAY INNS, 
INC,- NOR THEJ\,ST REGION will inter~iew 
students for various positions. 
_Please contact your placement office 
for further &ti I ......._. _ --~----- .. ..._____J 
_..-.......,_ 'I. --J. -. ...-... ~---\.... -- - -.1..-.. . ..----- -.A.-. ~~­a,r,,,,------. ...__ ....L.---...-.:.i. -----
-HOLID\Y -
CORPORATION 
The leader In Hospitality 
\ 
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.·Editorial 
The New Hampshire .re<1cts 7 
The front p~ge of The New Hampshire 
reported today the arr'est of a former Forum 
Editor who allegedly embezzled over $750 
while she worked at the newspaper in 1986. 
The _editors of The New Hampshire wish 
to take this opportunity to express our 
regret that the unfortunate·, yet uriforsee-
able, incident took place. 
box in_ Durham where billing for advertising 
will be received. Only a very few and highly 
placed officers in the organization will have 
have been abus€·d by either the charged 
individual, in this case, or by The New 
Hampshire organization, in any case. 
keys to that box. . . 
Also, The New Hampshire is in the 
process of reorganizing our bill collection 
procedure to minimize the opportunity 
for clever-individuals to use the system for 
It is of some consolation that the entire 
-sum of missing revenue is expec,ted to be 
recovered. A rarity in emb~zzlement cases, 
some lawyers say. 
We also would like to guarantee t~e UNH 
student body and administrators that every-
possible action is being taking to insure 
that unscrupulous persons do not take 
advantage of The 'New Hampshire in the 
future. 
their own benefit. · · 
It is of small consolation to The New 
-Hampshire, but of great -importance for 
students and administrators to know that 
·the money, believed to have been taken 
out of our MUB mailbox, was advertising 
revenue. No Student Activity Fee funds 
Not leastly, it must humbly be submitted 
that The New Hampshire is not alone nor 
negligent -in this unfortunate experience. · 
Evidence can be found that businesses of 
all types, sizes and income have been the 
victims of cunning ·and greedy employees. The n~wspaper has rented a post office 
Have a heart 
Red Cross. The familiar Red Cross nurses in blue 
uniforms have circled their donation cots 
and set up camp for a week in the Grafton 
_Room. The red paper hearts adorn the 
windows, tables and walls. It can only mean 
one thing: The Valentine's Day Blood Drive. 
Each yeat the UNH campus hears the 
call for much. n_eeded blood and meets the 
challenge. ,Durham c~n be proud to be one 
of the largest donators of blood in the 
Vermont-New Hampshire chapter of the 
However, this particular February Val-
entine's Day Blood Drive has not only the 
normal demand for _ emergency blood but 
there is the extra challenge of meeting a 
quota hampered by, of all things, the 
weather. 
While we' re up to our eyeballs in snow, 
unfortunately life..:giving blood doesn't fall 
out of the sky. 
It is up for us to give.of ourselves for 
o·thers .. Donating blood is safe, easy and 
, feels so good to do. 
Slipping 
away 
To the Editor: 
I gqt up, dressed and trudged 
across what might have been a 
street, slipping and slidiog,. This 
.led to an icy path, one-person wide, 
covered with glare ice, intermit-
tently sprinkled wi_th tiny swamps 
of beige-ish muck. After braving 
·several more battles with the ice 
covered path (ice 2, me 0), I reached 
my destination 10 minutes late. 
Frontier America circa 1880? 
Tibet? Antarctica?. None of the 
above. I had just succeeded in 
making it to class this morning· 
Not only is it bad enough to be 
a second semester Junior and get 
, two of four classes. Not only do we 
have to whisper when public safety 
or Durham Vice drive by for fear 
of a (GASP!!) noise violation. Not 
only do we have to knuckle under 
to the ridiculous police state-avarice 
of the Administration. No. That's 
not enough. _Now it seems that the 
town of Durham and/or the Uni-
versity CAN'T EVEN PLOW 
STRAIGHT. How difficult can 
snow removal be?? 
The storm was Friday. F-R--"--- · 
1-D-A-Y. Today is Monday. 
M-0-N-D-A-Y. The snow 
is still obstructing Strafford A venue, 
~!!-~al~~_a..ys on <:i-arr-isqr:i A venue, 
Three blood-ddves in :New Hampshire, 
two in the seacoast area, have been cancelled 
because of snow storms, according to Jarry 
Stearns, Durham Red Cross chairwoman. 
So in this' time-of need, UNH can show 
its commitment to the Red Cross. In the 
spirit of Valentine's Day, h9-ve _a heart and 
. give some blood. 
and, in general, impeding students 
from getting to class on time. By 
the way, UNH Administration, 
that'·s S-T-U___:_D--:--E-N-T-
S. The seeming minority who just 
happen to pay your salaries. 
I'm not sure if ariv of my tuition 
is allotted for snow removal; ~herh-
er or not it is <Jr isn't is irrelevant 
at this point. But if you'd told me 
before my bill was paid that there 
was a snow removal fee worked into 
the tuition bill somehow, I'd be 
demanding a refund. 
Like my Grandmother used to . 
say; Gordo (or whoever is reaHy 
in charge)~ "A little courtesy won't 
kill you". 
forgetting the reason for the attack · 
by being more interested in who 
gets the last word. In alt this 
personal critizism one seems to 
forget that others are offended too! 
I do recommend that someone 
would ta~e the first step and GROW 
UP! . ··-
Wait! here's a new idea why-don't ' 
all student organizations try to work 
together and be more concerned · 
· for one· anothers needs, instead ·of 
trying to tear each other apart. Then 
maybe we can all take part in the 
causes that we work so hard for and 
achieve our goals. _ · 
I do not think the comment about 
.the baJl- ~ot being in your court, nor 
' 'bas it ever been served was ·a valid 
Shaun E. Hekking one. Yo~ . tried to ·make your point -. 
_Junior, English acros's in your artical, while demean-
ing .Mr. Becker's name, claiming 
.. Grow _op!· -
· To the Editor: 
After reading the artical "15-all" 
in the 2/9 /88 issue of The New 
Hampshire, I found it most upset-
ting that our .so called "student 
leaders" are still at it. What is "it", 
alt the defamation that goes ion 
between one student leader and 
another. Where does all this sland-
ering_ lead to ·besides personal 
satisfaction for those involved? No 
where! Instead of performing their 
dut"ies as "student leaders", they 
continue to attaik one another, 
that your Board of Governers -is the 
sole _connection to get beer back in 
the MUB PUB! If this is so true then 
why did _the BOG'S have no say 
when the beer was initially taken 
out, and how come you have done 
nothing to bring beer back? Anoth-
er thing, why does it take someone 
_ like Mr. Becker to resurface the 
issue, and then scold him for doing 
so? 
Therefore, I do believe the ball 
is de{inately in your court and I hope 
you see it is within the lines, before 
·you fault! Sincerely, 
Kathleen Kendall 
A MUB ALLEY RAT 
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. University Forum. 
Pride begins· 
By Carol Bischoff 
This is the first article in a series sponsored by the 
UNH PRIDE Committee discussing important en- · 
vironmental issues that UNH faculty have exper-
tise in and which have relevance to the UN H com-
munity: The PRIDE Committee is working with 
the UNH community to increase awareness about 
environmental issues and to take pride in the place · 
that we live and work in. 
What does PRIDE mean to you? To me it means 
respect for ourselves and our environment. We 
know many students came to UNH not only because 
of our academic reputation, but also because we 
have an attractive campus. Consider for 11 moment 
what_ it t_akes to maintain an attractive campus: 
1) Resources, including some of your tuition· dollars 
to pay people to maintain it, 2) enough p_rige 911. 
the part of all of us at UNH, faculty, staff, and 
students, to treat our living and working. envir-
onment with the respect it deserves. Most do take 
pride in where we live and work and how the campus 
looks. This is important, and we should build on 
this base, address the problems when they occur 
(confront the offender, pick up a piece of litter, 
etc.), and . make this another facet of building our 
"excellent" University. . · 
A PRIDE Committee was established in May 
of 1987. The impetus was the unsightly litter that 
was visible around campus after the spring thaw. 
. Indication~ are that there has been a decrease in 
T-Hall · 
.Trauma 
First off, I'd like to praise ,the excellent ·editorial 
in lastTue~day's paper concerning the offices in 
Stok~. Now, I'm going to expand. R~si LifeAssisstant 
Director, Scott Chesney, says that disptacirig students 
to make room for offices "will affect many students.;; 
Oh dear man, you don't even know. ·. · · 
The last two semesters, I, lived in a triple. I love 
the two women I lived with, they are close friends, 
but put us all in a shoebox and problems are bound 
to happen. We were constantly in each other's way. 
It seemed that no matter how much ·we organized, 
cleaned and compacted, there was never ,enough 
room. T~is, after some time, can affect a person 
emotionally. Soon, instead of the infamous love 
triangle, there was a hate triangle. One person would 
do something wrong, even the tiniest mistake, and 
the other two would freak out. It wasn't on purpose; _ 
We didn't like fighting. We didn' t want to upse·t · 
each other. But when people are crammed into a 
small area, they have no privacy. They have no elbow 
room. Living in a triple destroyed the other two 
women's friendship. Fortunately, now tha~ they're 
out of that situation, they are frienqs again. It was 
really horrible. It made our semesters more stressful 
and painful than they already were. 
·And you want to make more triples. 
President Haaland, why were you unavailable 
for comment? Is it because 'your personal office 
in T-Hall is twice the size of my old triple? Is 
it because you feel a smaU twinge of guilt? I hope 
so. I think this "desperate need" for new offices 
in Stoke.is complete bullshit . I thought that all 
that money, some of it mine, was poured into T--
Hall so that the staff and students would have a 
more attractive place to work in. I thought T -
Hall was renovated to att,ract more students, hot 
turn away the 75 to 100 because of housing 
· -difficulties. I've ,been inside T - ~Hall. It's breath-
With you; Take 
- , . ·-
act1on. 
. We belie-ve a significant decreise in the campus 
lmer/ distractions issue will occur whe,n each of 
us take personal responsibility for our own "solid · 
~aste ma!1agement." This and related environmental 
. issu~s .~iJl be addressed by faculty from various 
~peo~lmes and ,they will be sharing their expertise 
rn this space. · 
-~4e PRIDE Committee hopes this series will 
enlighten each of us, make us think about how we , , 
treat.our environment as a whole, and how we should 
treat ou~ campus with the respect it deserves. We 
_are a microcosm of society. The way we perceive 
our _role and act out our values in this campus 
~nvu~mment is a reflection of who we really are 
m SOClety. . , 
debris during the fall. Individuai students, resi'dence (?n Wednesday, April 27, near the end of this 
· hall staff and others responsible for this improve- series of Forum articles, the campus will celebrate 
ment deserve credit. Ben Thompson's birthday. The "founder" of UNH 
But we have, a way to go to establish a solid social had a respect for education and gave us land our 
respons_ibility / pride norm that str9_ngly __ fr,owns .roots, and now a tradition with balloons, cak; and 
on tra_shrng our environment. Indiscriminate tossing alL The_ PRIDE Com_mittee is expanding this 
of gum wrappers, cigarette butts, cans, bottles or celebrat10n and plannrng a Spring Clean Up for 
pizza boxes obviously detracts from the natural that afternoon. Stu~ents ~s i~dividuals and groups, 
beall;tY of our campus. What is the solution? 1) Put faculty and staff will be invited to take an active 
your own trash in receptacles provided. 2) Pick part in this event. It wi!l be an opportunity to come 
up litter when you see it. 3) Encourage a sense of -together as a community, and focus on how much 
Pride in your University. 4) Use money from tuition we have, and how much more we can become if 
' to accomplish worthwhile improvements to the we work together. · . . · 
I env iroflment. 
The PRIDE Committee.identified several areas Carol Bi~choff is th_e _bir~ctor 9f_Residential Life 
· ?f greatest need. From the ,outset we knev.:- the key and Chairperson of the UNH PRIDE Committee. 
rnput woul~_be fro~-~tudents and we've' 'beeri-very1· .. -~--------------------• pleas·ed with theu ideas and enthusiasm. For "' 
example, credit for our slogan "Pitch in for PRIDE" 
_g9es tb t!:1e Student Senat~ leadership, and our logo 
· was designed by-Johanna Topitzer, •a Hubbard 
resident; and residence hall student governments 
helped attach PRIDE logo to garbage bags for every 
campus room at fall opening . . 
Facility Services staff are pursuing how limited 
dollars can best be used for more litter containers✓ 
discrete/ attractively painted dumpsters, etc. Mor~ 
dol~ars a~e also needed for .campus-wide repair and 
r~novat10ns._ The P~IDE Committee supports 
_sidewalk repairs as an immediate goal. 
't ,aking! So m~ch light! So much room! . As my 
roommate put it, your secretary could raise a family 
in.her work space. 
Chesney continues to say, "The large number 
of stu;dents centralized in this location largely 
contributes to the problems within the dorm." 
P_lease, spare me. Alcohol abuse, rape and general 
disrespect occur in more places than Stoke. These 
problems are world-wide, not just Stoke-centere<l: 
"Making S~oke a <tsmaller cSmmunity" isn't going 
to make 1t safer and more productive for the 
residents. How is a public expressway on the first 
and se~o~d f!oors going to make it better? It may· 
~ake hvmg rn Stoke more difficult tha11: it already 
is. As forthe success of Financial Aid- they're located 
in the basement. I only went to the basement to 
do laundry. The new offices would be located on , 
the same floors as student's rooms. ' 
!he $2_7 ,000 paid fo'~. rent for the Registrar's 
trader might be a fract10n of T-Hall costs. But 
the Registrar's office is used ·a hundred times more 
·than the present T- Hall, if not more· s~. Where's 
the logic? Also, what about the ten Politcal Science 
classes that were cancelled due to lack of teachers? 
Why didn't you hire more Professors? Are their 
salaries painted ori the walls of T- Hall? Or perhaps 
tr~pped in the shag of the carpet? Most students 
will nev.er even see inside of T-Hall. I went in 
to see what was done to "co:ntribute to the 
University's community". What a joke. 
I don't know ho!" the rest of the school feels but 
I am very pissed off. I'm here to get an education-
that's what college is all about. I'm ,not here to get 
abused by a bullying administration. First priority 
should g9 to the students and professors ... not to 
the comfort and luxury of the administration. 




A:s a relatively_ young member of the-American 
soCiet~, l face, some pretty qrngh problems: the 
potentia_l threat of nuclear war, an ever-widening 
gap of rich and poor, educational deficeincies and 
· if I'm 19 years old, where the hell am I goi~g to 
be served a beer. Phew, it's a· wonder I can go on 
at all! · 
Well let's see, Reagan and Gorbachev signed the 
INF treaty which reduces the first problem 
s?mewhat (h~y it's a start), the Democrats on going 
fight for soCial programs (however feeble it may 
be) offer~ so11:1e hope for alleviating the next two 
but what is berng done about the third? 
· The recent "police action" downtown at Nicks 
and the Wildcat have put a serious dent in the cause 
for equal rights for the underaged. I find it a palling -
that such overzealous activities as those which took 
place on Friday night can still be carried out in such 
a quiet and harmless place such as Durham New 
· Hampshire. The gall of Durham police! . ' 
. Fo,r Chr_ist's ·sake, let's look at this .in the big 
p1eture. Bemg 19 can allow me, the average person, 
rn the US to drive a car, can have me bear arms 
in defense of those ideals I hold so near 'and dear 
to me, and yet I am riot supposed to be able to have 
a beer.with my un?er_age frien~s in the local drinking 
establishment. It is time for action! 
UNDERAGE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND DURHAM UNITE!!! Cast off those 
cha~?s placed upon us by those petty bourgeois "of 
age people with our "best intentions" in mind.' 
We have the right to die for our country and so 
~hould we have the right to drink a beer or 10 beers 
if we_ see fit. The status quo must go! 
All we ask is to be able to drink whenever 
wherever and how much we want as delegated t~ 
us by the Constitution of these United States. 
Whoa!-! Wait a minute. What a terrible dream. 
It feels like I've just been through a season of Dallas. 
What a terrible dream! . . 
. Chris Pollet is a se,;ior Political Science major. 
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Arts & Entertainment 
Alexander String Quartet 
Johnson Thea~er 
Saturday, February 13 
By Patrick Jonsson 
There 1was a moment; then, 
theY; . laid their b~ws on the 
beautifully, on <1,n upturned note. 
· Notable throughout the night 
was Durham native Eric Prit-
chard. Bis searing solos on the 
violin, trilling and trembling 
across piping scales, brought 
the heart to a standstill. For 
Humorous 
Tragedies 
strings, leaned toward the no-
tation stands an-d, on no signal 
at all, the music came. Like 
flowers in a field, confident 
musical w-i nds swayfog them, 
the Alexander String Quartet 
laid aside any· notion of written 
notes .and instead became part 
of a trancendental 'wind blowing 
through the Johnson Theater 
It' was Jik~ driving a precision 
German auto. The mus.icians . 
were in complete control, the 
m·oror re~ ponded as though it 
were attached to the min'.d of 
the drivers, and the ~ehicle took 
corners like a .snake attached 
around a limb. They were a- example, during "Quartet No. The Well of the Saints 
,, perforrr:i,il,nce machine: 
Where "Quartet in g minor" 
was uplifting, "The Horseman," 
also by Haydn, brought the tone 
down. It began with a shinny, 
tinny feel, horse hair really 
scrrrrratching_the strings. Then, 
it moved along, picking up 
1 'Kreutzer-Sonata,"' he held and In The Shadow of The Glen be given for the concentrated 
a severly high note, in perfect .Hennessey Theater' effort of all ·· the players for. 
pitch, while the two violims attempting to naturalize a 
underne.ath him bathed it, Sunday, February 14 spee,ch pattern s.o foreign. Al-
splashed it with minor harmo- By Kar.en Hall though not every line is easily . 
nies, until he pulled it out in a , If it's a "wee bit o' laughter" understood, the message of the 
clenching f inito that caused - or a "weti bit o' sadness" you're play rings as loud and true at 
heart attacks throughout the looking for, the .plays of John the chiming bell of the saint,-· 
last Saturday' night. _ _ __ _ _ m~men_t_tim through th,e Allegr? a_u~i!ori~m. __ ~ __ _ _ ---- - ~ Millington Synge will do w'ell and the audience will delight 
to provide both. The Well of in the ringing. 
String QU.artet Stunning 
the Saints and In the· Shadow The second play, In the Shad-
of the Glen, opening tonight ow of the Glen is a much 
in the Hennessey Theater, can 
I 
simpler, much shorter giimpse 
only be described as "humorous · of Irish peasantry. Meet Dan 
tragedy," for they remind us that (Ken Coelho) and Nora (Peggy 
The whole program carri'ed Next camei.'Quartef ~--l.jn the same qualities in man which Ellis) Burke, self-centered she-
with it a humble confidence. c minor. Op. 51, No. 1" by eyoke laughter, bring sorrowful _, pherd and unfaithful wife,whos·e 
-Although a little jittery before Brahms. This did not carry a reflection on how feeble-minded lives are about to be disrupted 
starting, once the music started, solid theme as the others did, the species can.be. by the events of an evening. 
the quartet became totally com- but insisted upon a sensual The longer the plays, The Dan has devised a plan ~o 
fortable, as if they we.re doing · timbre-to make its point. It used Well of the Saints, focuses on - expose his cheating wife and 
something as simple as washing silence as an element, carrying a blind couple who spend their 
I 
cast her out alone into the black 
· clothes. They continued wha_t very softly and i:nystically at days at the crossroads, begging mists of the glen but comes up 
· the UNH Celebrity Series has times, very silent, then up again, for small change. Martin (Tony . ilgainst a stu~ling block - a 
made a standa.rd: superb per- all played with precision and Carnes) and Mary (Susan Claus- man of unselfish nature. Strange 
formers who ·ca.rry a sens.e of feeling. - en)-Doul live in sightless splend- as it may seem, the man )s 
the simple and do not feel above The first encore was a piece · or, for they and the world apparently a rarity in this .neck 
their audience. Elly Ameling, inspired by a Tolstoy short story around them are a web of lies, of County Wicklow, where ''ev-
th~_p-:Jno who performed ~ate in which a wife becomes in- woven by the spidery deceit of ery man for himself' seems to 
last year as -pa-rt,.of t~~ ,.syne_s, vofved with a musician and, in the villagers. be the prevailing sentiment. 
carried this same attitude. Slfe a ,rage from hearing them play 
· felt comfortable with her abiltity . and Largo assai movements, a Beethoven piece together, her 
but did not feel let down by carrying the same tinny feel. husband murders her. Trying 
perfoming in a college audit- Precision along those kind of to retell a short swry through 
orium. She. conversed and ~rew · notes would seem difficult, but music may seem an impossible 
__ dose to th~ audience. _The same __ it w~s a game. . task, and unfortunately, it is . 
• 
can be s-,1.1d for Call10pe who Su Peter Maxwell Davies - You can make words sound like 
perfomed here last month, ·· wro-te the next piece for the music, but how can you·· make 
humble experts . This sort of - Montepulcian9 Festival in Italy music sound like words? I've 
confident expertise sang in 1976, but the ma.nuscript was read the Tolstoy story, and this 
-through the gut strings -of the somehow lost in the mail. The music moves quite differently 
Quartet Saturday night. · _ _ piece performed.by the Alex- from the expressions in the , 
The first pmovement of the ander was based~ survi;ving story. . 
· four pieces ~n the program was __ sketches. It is true to the original The concert closed, much 1:00 
Haydn's "Quartet in g minor . in _ its brief flair and Tuscan early, with an unintroduced ,, 
Op. No·. 3." This waltz-like · warmth. It was like a friendly movement that brought the 
number came out of silence like argument within a country swaying sterr:i·s that were The 
a revved BMW and roared with family with voices sprea~ing Alexander String quartet to a 
plerlty of gas. It's perfect into- _ apart, arguing, then coming silent stillness, as though a wind 
nations spoke f~r themselves. together for a hug. It <:nded · had just died. 
Comedian Jay Leno, frequent_ 
guest host _of NBC's The To~ . 
night Show; appears tomorrow-
night-at 8 p.m. in the Fi~ld-
House at UNH . Tickets, 
priced at $8 . 50 for students 
with l.D.s, $11.50 'for the 
general public and at the door, 
are still available auhe MUB 
:ticket offi.ce. Leno will be . 
1joined on stage by WBCN on-
ilr pers6nali~ies DJ Mark Pa-
f ~ nteau a11d comedian BiUy 
w~~t ~., - '"c 
Jay-
Leno 
Bridget Searles . an~ Frank 
the Saints," one half of a UNH 
· The -Shadow of the Glen." 
nessey Theater, tonight 
Forrest star rn "The Well of 
theater d_o~ble along with ''In 
Performances are Tn the Hen-
through February-27 at s·-p."in.-
Carnes and Clausen are a The dialogue of the play is 
delight to both eye and ear: The , much simpler than-that of its 
couple have captured the shuf- predecessor, therefore the ac-
fling, feeble movements of the tion is easily followed . More 
aging peasants and the lively, compkx, however are t~e inner 
poetic cadence of the Irish workings of the ch~racters, 
dialect with a perfect sense of whose motives and morals are 
balance, tipping neither toward revealed through an amazing 
_the sullen despondency of beg- display of facial expressions and 
garhood, nor the fiery emotion- subtle action. 
alism of the Irish temperment. The ,ti don't care" ,manner 
. At first the couple seems of Ellis clearly outlines a woman 
foolish, and we laugh at thejr who has had nothing but misery 
blindness - not the physical lack and e.xpect's - nothing more. 
of sight, but the blind pride that Contrasted by the · powerful 
- causes, them to believe the lies . bellowing of Coelho, her por·-
of the village. Enter Timmy the · trayal, while not quiet serene; 
Smith (Frank Forrest) and can at least be described as a 
Molly Byrne (Bridget Searles) steady ship' on a tumultous sea. 
and we soon prefer the short- The Tramp (Rick Knolla) is 
sighted grumblings of the elder perhaps the most delightful of 
pair to the open teasing and the cast. He watches the goings-
cruelty of the younger. In fact, on with a devilish gleam in his 
our loyalties hold true, and as·· eye, but his honest concern for 
Mary and Martin Doul shuffle humanity makes him heroic . 
from the village amid jeers and Finally, Michael Dara (Karl 
scorn, they instill pity in the Treen) a,dds a bit of intrigue as 
hearts of the ~udience who've the young shepherd who we 
come to understand their need assume has come .to take Nora 
for a darkened world where the "away from all this" but whose 
f~ntasy of fies shines brighter motives are more mercenary 
· than ever a true ray of sunlight than emotional. 
could. · The play is a symphony/ of 
The 'smooth ease with which surprises, from beginning, to 
Carnes and Clausen recite end, and its humorous irony 
Synge's awkward but accurate transcends the boundary of the 
ex<,1.-mples of the Irish dialec,t Irish countryside. Synge li~s 
-~q-~ e,time•s\provi~es cruel cot?-- successfully dealt a deck·;\of 
·rd.st ro· the other cast members universals, and the univer$,tty 
stumbling efforts to do the players, holding plenty of aA~,5, 
· s·aine, However;.credit should , ·d~serve,a. f:ull) J.ouse.:, · ·-~--
-.:_·•. :i-.;'.' ·\~ ." ,•ft... ,:.•,. ~ <·,.•· 4 ,'.-'., ,~ ; ~; ' '.:'. •~-;••· ·e~ : • ) '.::. "-:'~~ • • ~l;tt• •,<f.'-;- .,.,[',l'.•\;-• 
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By Arthur Lizie 
Although it's nice having 
connections, sometimes they 
can get in the way, especially 
familial connections. A name . 
can get ·you a job, but what's 
next? Some people will never 
be more than "the son of ... " or 
"the brother of .... " Look at Ron 
"'"· - Reagan. He will never be more 
than "the son of the president" 
even if he becomes funny or 
interesting. Look at Yoko Ono, 
Sean Ono Lennon, Julian Len-
non, May Pang and whoever else 
John Lennon involved himself 
with in the 70s; they'll never 
be more than footnotes to his · 
legacy. A family name can help, 
· but it can also be a stigma. 
· Against this backdrop Mike 
Methe.py creates his music. 
After all is said and done, he's 
not "Mike Metheny," but "Pat's 
brother." Most likely, that's all 
he'll ever be. Not to say he's not 
entertaining in his own right, 
for he is, it's just that he'll never 
be more than "the brother of 
Pat Metheny." 
Kaleidoscope, Mike's second 
album release, is a nice record. 
Nice sounds non-czommittal and 
· rather dull, but that's what this 
record is, nice . I t's not innov-
ative or imaginative or boring 
ot stimulating or I-gotta-turn-
off-this-song-it-reminds-me-
of-Styx-repulsive, it's nice. Eyen 
though it does beg comparison 
with Pat's work because of it's 
ThatRoaredNow ABore 
jazz-bordering-on-new-age na- David Lee Roth 
ture, Kaleidoscope can stand on 
its own. · Skyscraper . 
Cranking away a·t the Hugel- Warner ·~rothers 
horn, Mike has created seven By Ric Dube 
sparsely textured tunes of mood _ When the Mammoth Mad-
and mind. None of the songs · man left Van Halen three years 
really jump off the grooves, but · ago, the pop world hadn't had 
together they blend into a its foundations shaken so fierce-
pleasant, cohesive work. The ly since Randy Rhodes left 
record doesn't deliver the con- Ozzy's band to join the Rock 'N' 
stantly changing imagery that Roll Helluva Band. Diamond 
the title promises, but it's still Dave vowed his career would 
inter es ting, with · s 1 i g ht be as explosively popular as Styx 
jazz/funk a la Pat (Cannonball was bad, and public response 
Adderly's "Straight Life"), lush, was enormous; his first s-010 
mellow heart play (Duke Elling- single, a remake of The B1ach 
ton's "Star Crossed Lovers"), Boys' "California Girls," was 
and low simmering, not over- a #1 hit. 
boiled Latino rhythms ("Three Now, it's three years down 
·Point Play") proving to be the the tobacco road, Sammy Hag-
highlights. · ar's old band is working with 
The only annoying aspect of Monoman down at the Hoodoo 
the record is the overabundance Barbecue, and Dynamite-Dave 
of electronic keyboards which is a zillionaire. But there's a 
are used to fill out the sound. catch: his records stink. It's true. 
Brad. Hatfield plays a Yamaha Last year's Eat 'Em and Smile 
DX-7 and l"X-7. I thought those w,:ts a plarrnum disc, r_eleased 
were motorcycles, not instru- wi,_th both English and Spanish 
ments. A little mor.e acoust ic vocals, was bewilderingly, and 
keyboards would be nice, Mike. bilingually, boring. 
Pat has Lyle Mays and you don't. Well, the ol' Spanish Galleon 
Find another way to fill out the has done it again. Skyscraper 
sound. features He-Of-Hair-So-Huge 
Overall, nor a bad record from screaming up his tonsils on ten 
"Pat Metheny's brother." more versions of the same song 
~-----,------------------------1 he's. been .passing off a,s solo 
Raymonde Vs. 
work for.so long. Stormin' Steve 
Vai is still atthe helm of this 
Diamond Dave fakes the ,plung~ with Skyscraper: 
band, but seems to be slightly . Rocket Roth has lost.his punch, · Side. two's "Hot Dog .and ~i -.c ·----
stagnating. and for the first time in his Shake" 1srf.t a, ,fie_ry corpp~pion 
Smiths: You 
Make Call 
The cover of the album fea- career, it ·1o~ks like he may only - ·to Bo!.{ Bunny~ Peter, and'ltita's·'" 
·tu res The.,.Man-OL-Many~ l:>e in it for the money. '.'Milkshake and Potato Chips," 
Social-Diseases himself, climb- · This record is typical promise but is instead a 24eap stab at 
ing ~ 90-degr-ee rock face, everything/ deliver nothing, . sexual·double entendre. _ :: 
hundreds of f~et above the . image-:COI\Ciqus, commercial The killer combination o f 
grom:i.d:~It-'s a gt~at photo, and :·. pop. ~ith ab'su.rd S()ng titiles . boring music and insultingly ' 
a big rock,. probably an afrempt Jike "Knucklebones'," ~'Botton:i stupid lyrics make Skyscraper . 
to compe·nsate for th~ putrid tin~,:· and '-' Darnn Goo_d/.: the·~ o·ne . of _ the least- significant · · 




By ~rertdan Gleeson 
_Nature, the{say, abhors a 
vacuum. So, evidently, does the 
Br_irish music scene, for po 
sooner do the Smiths decide to 
part ways then Raymonde pops 
up with Babelogue, a debut 
album ready to breath · new life 
into aU ailing Smiths . fans. 
Thankfully, Raymonde does not 
sound derivative. Any similar-
ities between them and the 
Smiths arise in their musical 
approach to songs rather than 
through a conscious effort to 
take advantage of those disor-
~e_nted by the Smiths' ~re_a~-up. 
featuring a clasical string ar-
- rangement over which Maker 
-.; sings in a voice more suitable-
~ for th'e Met than a rock album. 
.. But the song does prove with 
an air of. finality that Maker is 
-a singer worth a second listen. 
Skyscraper is -'.a collection of driving rhythms a,Qq-, for:ceful · s·triking ·cover photo.· B;owever; ·· 
slo.w, plodding; 'hard to follow beat, but David Lee Ihndana's .. I'll t,ake Divfo' Dave, Rowdy .·· 
pop metal song·s that neither unenthusiastic whine does no- ~ R,orh ov~r :Tommy Shaw any -
move nor move -the ·listener. - th.ing for these .song~_. - day. · · :, ,, · · 
mix due to lack of talent. The 
Phif Huish on guitar, Peter sbng open~ with a t.bundering, _:,D' ~nc_ ,- e T_aps 
Thomas on bass, and Simon heavily distortep bass line that ~ .,I, 4I 
Hoare on drums round out the is very mu~h at' odds with the 
band, and' prove worthy backup lighter. feeling of the rest of the C . • 1,-'4 • 
for Maker. Again, although all;lum. But once the shimmering . rLJ_i:::t_ t1. T.e , e1· 11· 
comparison with The Smiths guitar of Huish comes in, the .6. ~-~ .,- 1 
is inevitable, the band manages mood of the album is hack to · , ·. . . . 
to find an identity, for itself by · normal, much the petter for By Patrick Jonsson . re.~ponded to each other, thei ·, 
keeping things si'mple arid riot revealing_rhis low __ side. Larry Robertson, director of didn't-- just tap out intricate · 
cluttering up the songs with · UNH dance, compared the rhythms. ::{'hey brought the _ 
unnecessary orchestration. For rece·nt submission of a UNH tap_ . biggest res po rise of the even~ ·· 
the most part they confine But what re\llly sets Kay- ,dancing piece to the American - ing," Ro'bei;fSon said. "It was 
themselves to that which they monde apart from The Smiths ·. Dance College Fea,tival to a the first tap i:-Outine- performed 
can acrnmplish with the classic isthefactthattheyarenotafraid writer submitting a manuscript by a UNH group in ove't ten 
three piece guit?,r-bass-drums ·_to show their s;~;p.se,?f humor.: : for publi<;:at.ion .. The submission . years," Kennedy added. .. 
-'.,ft is the '-rich· voice~·of James. combo·. The .-pos:i ti v'e ,~b-fli ties ·' . Xh.e _mprd 9f:tb~)dbum'is lighter'; . : W@r1t \i-~; agai11;s t da~~ gl~mws, : { But this year, unfortunately:;'\ 
Maker, _Raymonde's singer -and of Huish as a guitarist ~hd a· · that ·anything_ 1:}1e S:!l'liths ever:. , from thmy-three regional sql;/ ~ tl;ie selection to the festiv
al wilf · 
fr~H:i,tma-ri, t.hat makes compa, ·, songwriter ·enable R~y,monde ~ did, an.d,~-ith "R~ CK;'f\J~DROL- legs. A rarity, the tap piece - remain just an honor.
 The 
rision with The Smiths inescap- to sound distinctly British with.: . LANCES.TOR~ " fhey . have, performed by Linda Kennedy, festival will not happe
n this 
able. Like Morrissey, Maker out sacrificing the bite of a clean themsdves a good laugh. The Margery Gray; Mark Goodman, year. 'This is an off-na
tional , 
. seems to take pleasure in the guitar 'sound. The opening track, song is basically a rehash of and choreographed by Gay Nar- year," Robertson exp
lained, · 
so1,rnd of his own voice, and "NO--ONECANHOLDACAN- Creedence's "DOWNONTHE-- done - caught the attention ,of "had .it been ~.national~.y
ear we 
displays this sentiment by plac- DLETOYOU" (Yes, all the song CORNER" (sor;ty, ir·.s fun), .anq judges and critics and was · would haye performed th
e rou-
ing undue emphasis on certain titles are written like this.), is . features such witty observations promptly selected (writer's tine in a national festiva
l per-
words at the expense of the a good example of his original- as Jim Morrison '"is ~live and jargon, published), for the fes- _ formance." 
overall meaning of the song. ity, and finds him alternating welLa-nd-embarassed about the rival. The group will, how
ever, . 
But, unlike Morrissey, (I may · a high-ended guitar run with state of our count~y's highways." "Dance is creative effort,fust perform their tap numbe
r at a 
be getting into hot water here), ringing chords, resulting in a · like writing, and this was our spring show at UNH la._r
er this 
the listener can also enjoy the danceable tune with very little chance to have it read," Robert- year. With any luck, the 
group 
so:und of Maker's voice, for he emphasis on the rh~thm section. So Smiths fans, take heart. so.ci said. "The dance festival will cause as much excit
ement 
siµ1ply has the better voice, a Raymonde off~rs the best of The also allowed students to see here as they did in the re
gional. 
voice that does not grow tire- Smiths withouuhe m.oroseness, . other's work and ·get exposure competition. · 
sbme after three songs or so. - and without ·,souncl_in-g like a to new ideas." - "We were so awesom
e that 
''.QHHELLISHCI:fOIR!" seems When the rhythm section clone ba,n~. Hppefully they will The UNH tap piece took its people were asking us f
or au-
to have been included on the does break through;as on "THE- be able to ca-r\1"e out a clearer place at the festiva1as a new aµd · togra,phs :after the show,
" said 
-album-for-t:lie-sole purpose -of MILKTRAINDOESN'TSTO- identity with their next_ album. explorative idea. "The critics Goodman through a wry smile, 
showcasing his voke. The song PHEREANYMORE/' it proves But until then, Babelogue will said it_was nice to see a tap piece "then we · had to deal
 with 
is only a minute and a half long, it hasn'.i been kept low in the do just fine. . c~oreog~~,e~~d._ !_h_e_ d~?~:~s coming back to UNH." 
~ •• • ~ ~ "" ' •. ; v;,I ;,t ,,.,. •f,, ( f- 1 1 / I I ,If tP ,.- i i '.1 t't :.; ~ ,;J .i:.,' ~- ~ ,~1 ',:: .. • ~ A_i ,,,· ., ,J • ·.if. ,: (. \ , - J J 'J !¥ /.' t'- ~-, I" 
•·/ ~ J 'J, · ·'~ •·• .J>~ • - ·•-'~ -~ '-- < ,<'., 
~ §'' •••, lt- it,_ :t_i .;. A 1!' · ~~·..;. .J ..s .:. ,,;, ..i 
_/ 
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· Bertolucci~ Last Emperor:A:Personal Epic I . . 
The Last Emperor· has created a film of epic pro-
portions out of one man's per:. 
Colum~ia Pictures · · , sonal story. Certainly the other 
By Marc A~ Mamigonia9 · worldly opulence of the scenes 
H<1:ve you ever wondered in the Forbidden City and the 
what it would be like m,' for .all fact that at times it seems that 
p.ractical purposes, rule the· ·. all of mainland China has been 
whole world? There was a time, employed as extras contributes 
not so long ago, when the Son to this, but it somehow is more 
of Heaven was proclaimed the than that. The Last Emperor 
Ruler of 10,000 Years when he is an epic in the same way a film 
was only three years old. No, like Citizen Kane is an epic. The , 
I'm not talking about Lyndon fall of a god (or demi-god) is 
Lirouche, I 1am refe_rring to Pu an epic happening, and it does 
Yi, the last emperor of China. not matter if it is a newspaper 
Bernardo Bertolucci's 'film The tycoon or a Chinese emperor. 
Las"t Emperor is his story. The only film in my experience · 
Pu Yi was-crowned emperor . that I can really campare this 
in 1908, when he was three years to ( the Kane analogy really only 
. old. Unfortunately f9r him, goes so far) is David Lean's 
imperial China was in its death Lawrence of Arabia,, another 
throes, and in 1912 it became personal epic. Lawrence is a 
a republic, thus condem~ing Pu great film, but at times it seems 
Yi co a life as the emperor of co lose couch with its subject. 
only the Forbidden City where This is something The Last 
he lived. In 1924, Pu Yi was Emperor never does. 
forced to abandon the Forbidden Even in grand sequences like 
City, lose his title as emperor; Pu .Yi's. crowning, there are 
and dismiss his nearly 2000 reminders th~t this is just a.little 
servants. For a few years he lived boy we are dealing with. Scenes 
the life of a wealthy playboy, of grandeur are throughout · 
while establishing contacts with juxtaposed with scenes of in-
thejapanese that lead to his timacy. It is the intimate and 
being named the. puppet leader personal scenes that leave the 
of the Mancurian state estab- most indelible imprint on the 
lisheq after .the Japanese inva- viewer. Three year old Pu Yi 
sion in 1931. When World War being given a small box contain-
II ended, Pu Yi was captured by ingi cficket from an old servant 
the communists and placed in at his' coronafion to keep him 
a prison camp. He. was finally amused; the young Pu Yi being 
released in 1958, after extensive challenged by his younge.r broth-
"re-education." He lived out the er to prove that he is emperor 
rest of his days peacefully as a and proving it by ordering one 
gardener and amateur historian, of his servants to quaff a bowl 
until he died in 1967. . . of green ink; Pu Yi meeting his 
In The Las,t Emperor, Berto- wife to be for the first time; the 
lucci h,4s done a rare thing: he . old Pu Yi visiting the Forbidden 
- -·-· ·--- i -- ·-· --·---- '; 
of flashbacks; the.present 1n the 
film is during Pu Yi's prison 
term. Flashing between this 
pre_s__ent and Pu Yi's pastas a 
you ng ruler who cannot leave ,. 
the Forbidden City, or a young 
man stripped of his title, or the 
puppet ruler of Manchuria, the 
i implication is obvious (perhaps _ 
too obvious); Pu Yi has always 
been fo prison of some kind (you 
know,. iron bars do not a prison 
make, and all that stuff.) The 
only time he is show~ as being 
truly free is after he has become 
"re-educated.'·' This comes 
across as being more than a little 
naive, and rather pathetic :. kind 
of Winston Smith learning to 
lov~ Big Brother at the end of 
1984. 
I have no idea what Bertoluc-· 
ci's poli.tigl orientation is, but 
if he sees Pu Yi's conversion as 
a triumph, I think be is being ·· 
too .simplistically Marxist in his . 
outlook. More believable is that 
Pu Yi has been forced to realize 
The Last Emperor tells the saga of the last Chinese emperor _ 
, once and for all . that he will 
never be the emperor of any~ 
, thing, and has come .to peace 
~ with this, albeit with regrets. 
Not regrets so much for the 
power he has lost, but for other 
things lost; at the end ~f the 
from his coronation in 1908 to his death as a gardener. 
City he once ruled as a tourist. 
There are so many scehes of 
unforgettable visual power tqat · 
it is pointle
1
ss to try co· list them 
er, the film re a fly belongs to 
John Lone, who plays Pu Yi as 
an adult. Lone has a magnifi-. 
cently expressive face, express-
,.ing Pu Yi's cockiness as a young 
man, his humiliation when he 
learns he is to be a mere puppet 
ruler for the Japanese, and 
ultimately, peaceful resignation 
as -an older man. 
Jilm, when he visits the Forbid-
den City, he tells a young boy 
that he was the emperor once, 
and by way of proof, he reaches 
down behind the throne and 
produces a dusty old box-, con-
taining a cricket. All of this 
reminds me of nothing so much 
as Charles Foster Kane -holding . 
a snowstorm and whispering . 
here. 
The cast is excellent through-
out, but several performances 
are particularly memo.rable. 
Peter 'O'Toole is outstanding 
as Pu Yi's English tutor, the first 
person who doesn't completely 
bow down before him .. Howev-
The film is structured. so that 
Pu Yi's story is told in ;i series 
· "Rosebud" as he passes out of . 
life, summing up all he has lost. 
. ·- . .. 
......................................... • • ••••••••• • · • ••••• ., • . >c , 
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· • POSITIONS • ., . 
•· :• . • • : · UPWAJlDBOUNDPROGRAM. : 
• • 
: 6/10-8/11/88 : 
•• • • • : ,- · If you are interested in counselinf!., : 
• teaching, social work or experiential 49. .~ 
**tt*""*****tt********-ktt***titt*t*H**' 
: eduCation this Challenging position could . : . 
• be for you. · • ·· 
• 1,• 
T.1 CK ET S •tttttttt~t ...... 
AVAILABLE AT*** 
T.HE· .. · ·: . . : .· : ~ ; . . .·. ' . 
• • • • • • • • Call 862-1562 or stop .by • • • • •• 
• · ROBINSON HO.USE .e· 
: . . on ROSEMARY LANE l • • • 
: ,:. ..·C':,, ,,.i)•·c ·: , .. . , .\atC 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM by Mike Peters . 
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LE6~ PR6SS . 
ON SIJAILS, 
by Berke Breathed 
OH, YOU KN()a/.._ T!KIS~ (16(..Y 
t/TTt£ /ti/NOi< 1HIN69 W&' fJU. 
P0 ... 8!/T M7r IN FKONT OF 









. ]W~eff MacNe/ly 
By Doug Marlette · 
-~ p •• /_,.J ~- -~=~" \ 
, ;:.. .. 
by BiH Watterson · 
From BOSTON 
Routtd Trip:, 






.Taxes not included. 
ALSp : Work - Study Abroad. 
Language Counies. Int •i Student ID . 
outh Hostel Pas.ses.EURAIL Passes 
issued on the spot! 










UR'iversity of Arizona· 
offers more than . 40 
courses: anthropol.-
ogy, art, bilingual edu-. 
cation, folk music and 
.folk dance,_ hisw,:y, 
phonetics, political sci-
ence, Spanish langu-
age and literature and 
intensive Spanish. Six.;. 
week session. July 4-
August 12, 1988. Fully 
accredited program. ,, 
Tuition $510. Room 
and board in Mexican 





Ed_ucation Bldg., Room 225 
University of Arizona · · 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
(602)- 621-4729 or 
. 621-4720 
Let Kinko's help organize and· 
distribute your supplementary 
class materials this term. 
kinko•s® . · 
· Great copies. Great people. 
51 Main St. ' . 
Durham, N .H. 
868-6322 
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. . , . '$_ ~ . . . . . . . . 
- · ·. Fo -~s.H,--V EN _l'P_ ',, . 
' ·. ' 
Monday : $2.00 
J ;nalfcheese pizza 
T ueSdaY : $4. 00 
large cheese pizza 
r \ 
Starting at 6:00 - close 
' . . 
• .I_ 
, . • , • 
1)
. ____ · . . -. :·. ,, or_ ,.e zverzes .. 
. . . . O"'-' ""-~-'• kJW, q.., ~-t. . 8.-. 6-. s·· .. 22· .. 2·· ·4 .. rl·io, 
· . •i,Jl, 16' q,.., -'i WJL ~ .,_ . · · , . . - : . .. : , ~'"' · 
. .,, ........................... -~-,;~ • .-••• -... ~,i~-... --.·--·····'···· .. .-., ••••• :;,J.~~-----t!!.'.'l~--.-.•.·"!·,r.-.·.····· 
* SHUTTLE·FtOUTES·AND SCHEDULE .* 
,j .. ~ ·.r • • • -:L~:t' CJ~:,; ·•/i •) 
· tam-to fi pm 
* 6 Runs Per t,tc,,ur * 
;00 :10 :20 :30 :40 :50 
·D1 :11 :21 :31 :41 . ' :51,. 
:02 :12 :22 :32 :42 :52 
·04 :14 :24 :34 , :44 :54 
·05 :15 :25 :35 - :45 :55 
:06 :16 :26 :36. ,. :46 :56 
,· 
·DZ :17 :27 ':37 :47 :57 
'..;,·1, 
~"· 
-:08 . :18 :28 :38 ., :48 :58 7 -l· • 
:09 :19 :29 :39 :49 :59 
7 amto6pm -
* 4 Runs Per Hour * 
-00 :15 
:02 :17 ·:32 :A1 :~: )~ ~\ 
:04 :19 - :34 :49:: 
;05 :20 
:07 ·•· :22 :37 .:52 ~ 
:09 .- :24 :39 .· :54 ' 
:11 :25 
:12 :26 ·:42 :57 
:14 :28' . . :44 . :59 
:15 :29 :45 :00 
YIIIPll . 
~_! · 1N~ER ROUTE . 
• IN~E·R,R?UTE STOPS . 
,..,[~-... -... -.:.J-, OUTER ROUTE 
@) OUTER ROUTE STOPS 
.UAC 
THE OUTE'.R SHUTTLE WILL TAKE VOTERS TO THE POLES 
ON TUESDAY FEB.RUARY 16th · 
ALL RUNS WILL BE OPEN FROM· 7am-7pm . 
DAViS CT 
L -·-,,-, 
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Universi 
· AND oF coiiRsc 
~(JL£ 113 
c;J fo\.t;'J .Qn IF}.. 61. ,~ •,fil :~ ,I).~"';;~ ,, t"1L- A!_,·,_~ H,f!.}<:.""J:mTni i"d-: -;,:,;ri'~a'·""i,,,-f~ <:. 
{!)oolii)1~ ~~.lW~f\:!Sl:J ¾· r,:F""i ,;i -~ i~:J.::•~i !N ~ -\~ ' . ., ·,> ... ,tq~ ,. , 
NO fbol="DAS.'l 
~ti, \ ' \.i--:?'·" '" .... /!/ ... 1~ ,.).•,.S·- .>: ~:--- •, •• ,.. ~ 
WA'<MAW, WOULD YCM 1AM, THI~ IS ~'( PET GORU.U ,-~ARu8- ··· OH,UM, ~E HAs . 22.-in°' P"(THONS, A 
PLEASE PRESflJl' YOl\R. SABEL. HE IS A N~•"'E Ot= l<EN'(A VIA WASH SOARt> STOMAC\.l ,Aloi·\') A T\&Hi GLU-
Pe, TO 'THE CLASS~ Pl1TSS~R6K. \.IE. ,s A -flt,IE SPECIME~ Teus. He fEELS HAPPINESS IS A ,..,_,_cc: 
r---::::::::::::::::====-- oF STREN6'1l4 At-ID AGILITY, pLus 1>15- LAt>'( rR,eNt> ANt> A cLAR~-,H~f9'.'<<p .AR .. 
so LA·'b\eS Mes . 
plAYS ii-IE ~enERiTY OF·~~ MAIN- ~e:Al>"t "'TO TAME 
'(~R S~ReW . . 
PAGETWENTY-THREE .· 
O\ . .t!-\~$., ~ER"t -• 
" , ~l 
,-'i: # ~ I, 
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Universi Comics 
s ·uPERGUY 
Let us obs~rueSu~rGu«f 
01 h · I 






8UT YOUR FLOOR 
ONLY HAS 't8 
PEOPLE ON ti! 
ZLOUE 
flJ.IIN6. 
Deadlines? No problem. From term & weekly papers 
to resumes and theses! We will type, proofread & deliver 
your documehts--efficiently, on time and at a reasonable 









Boston-Bouve College of Human 
Development Professions at North-
eastern University offers part-time and 
full .. time graduate degree programs in 
Counseling Psychology. You can work 
toward a Master's degree. a Certificate 
of Advanced Gradllate Study (CAGS). 
or a Doctoral degree. . · 
All counselin,g ·cou.rses are taught 
by licensed .. practicing psychologists 
with limited class size to encourage 
-_Jnoividual participation. In addition to 
dassroom work. all programs include 
applied experience in a supervised 
clinical environment. · 
· For more information and a free 
brochure on the Graduate Programs 
in Counseling Psychology at Boston-
Bouve College. call (617) 437-2_708. 
Or write to us at the address bef ow. 
Graduate School. Bost6n-Bouve 
, College of Human Deve·lopmerit 
. ' -Nort'---"''- · Professions. 107 Dockser Hall. North-: -, ·_ , rMi: · - •~~m eastern University. 360HuntingtonAve .. , , -· ·_, ·_ .~- ~!!KY Bost9n. MA02115 --:~·:, · .--.- .-_',,. , .. 
aff!rmative acllon university. 
by Kurt Krebs 
$G has troulD/c witl, 
. by Jqhn .Hirtle 
WE HAVE" A NUCLE!IR-
PbWER£D1 HEATING 
SYSTEM.~ 
' .. -.•........... 1···••·••··············~ ' \~ ~ r: Now Available Suite with Video Player: ; J JI i .. ··········~-r················~····••.••.~ . . 
, 
.·,·{:~: 
,. .... ,~.._,,,,,~,._,,, ......... , .............. ',1 
i "Become a . Winner" l 
I '::· . uriderstaiidiOg _and building self-esteem I. 
~ ' ~ 
~ -. . ~ I Sunday, Feb. 21 and 28 7:15 pm I 
ill! a 2 Part Series · Presented ·By: f 
I Dr. · Tom Blistrieri ill! ! r ! 
~ • One of ten "Most Innovative Educators" i 
i in 1980 ~ 
I - • Iron Man Triathlete I · 
I . " Operr to the Public , I :-. r~KL~ 1T~E~ R . . , d :_-."-• . : : eg1stat1ons are reqmre : 
~ Du;~:;~~:~~24 , '"W: ' ' · "C· · •., ··· · .. · •. .. ... ·c- · ! ~ . ' : . aoo-iios , .. · .. er~ • O<f!Zmttedtototalwell-bein!!," · ~ -
.,, .. , .......... ,...._ .... ...._,,, .... , .... ,J 
) 
\.. 
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Two rooms tor r~nt (imm ediately)-large 
house, Dover. Own room(s) . Large Kitchen, 
living area. Washer/Dryer. Utiliti es in ~ 
eluded. $250/rnonth. Please Call 743-3118 
Apartment tor rent- $ 5.Q O per month. 
Includes heat- Main Street, Durham. Call 
207-439-3801. 
'85 T-bird High Milage (80k ). Low Price, 
Great car, Excellent Condition, Runs 
Perfectly. Air, AM-FM Stereo , Rear De-
frost. $4850 Call 659-5932. 
PORTABLE COMPACT WASHER Has sink 
. or regular fat,1cet connections- Perfec t size 
for apartment use (we just bought a full 
size machine) $150 749-2606 after 6:00 
e_rri ~~k tor Rod (can deliver loca~_ 
Thetis , wish you 
Happy 20th Birthday 
End hope 
That this year 
Is full of 
SuprisesI 
Guess Who? 
Pauline, Hope your semester Is going welll 
We never see you anymore. Hope the job 
isn't a pain in your back! (ha! hal)love, your 
ever-loving staff -
To the blond man with gold-rirnrneci glaSSl?S 
who wore a DEERFIELD ACADEMY sweat- .. 
shirt Sunday at 0 hilbrook: you looked lonely 
.in· the corner '- COUidn't help.but n0tir:: e. 
Nan.t sorneone °To d/ne w ith_;-n~xt Su~day? 
Drop~ a line at Philbrook 3693 ~_K_. _ _ 
Room in Somersworth. $200 / mo. plus 
phone ana percent of utilities. 17 min. ride 
from campus, non-smokers, located in a 
private residence owned by student, 
includes use of all facilities- pets & lease 
negotiable. Call Matthew Davis 692-7392 
or 433-301 0 days. 
Rarke, sucks tor you, Parke' You won't.be 
here to write abusive personals next 
sernester"(unless you want to pay? ) Isn't 
th ere anything we co·ura do to coiivincE3 
you to stay. Debbie and Debi 
Tired of liviflg in the dorms? Of the noise? 
of· the dining hall food? If you're thinking 
of moving out to an apartment come to the 
Apartment Hunting works hops to get all 
the information you need: February 16, 
EJg~~:Je:::~i:::~::::~~:,~: ·( .. , w,ii~~I&e!lii ,ti 
pm ~ -
Male Nonsmoker needed as roommate for 
2 bedroom apt. in Downtown Dover . 
Remodeling Taking place. Prefer quiet 
person , Apt. located over Doctors offices. 
2 min walk to K-Van. Call 749-3202 or 742-
0661 
The New Hampshire woulci like to say thank 
you from the botto.rn of th eir tummies to 
Renee and Steve from Durham House of 
Pizza for their continued business and the 
pizzas on Fri•day. The New Hampshire Staff_ 
K.Sue- I finally cam e through 5rnd wrote 
you a persoAal. Sorry it took so long. I really 
enjoyed Valentine's Day. ILY- S.Philip 
Kappa Delta pledges Welcome to the Greek 
System! We are all looking forward to 
meeting you. Good Luck - the UNH 
Panhellenic 
Hey, where are YOU going to live next year? 
If you're totally clueless come to the 
- --------,---- - ~~ 
Cori'gratulations Kappa Delta on your ne~ 
girl sI We arE:: really psyched for you and 
for them. Best Wishes, the UNH Panhel. 
Do yo u know anything about area rental 
costs , leases, or how to get your · utilities 
turned on? Come to the .Apartment Hunting 
workshops to learn about this and more: 
. Feb ruary 16, Hubbard- Main Lounge 7-
8:30 pm 
February 17, Jessie Doe- Main ·Lounge 
7-8:30 pm 
February 18, Devine- Main Lounge 7 -8:30 
pm . . . 
Happy 21st Birthday Dav-id! Don't you wish 
you were a little kid again?l! Love, The First 
lady and the brothers_o_f_S_ig=-· _E.:....p_. ___ _ 
CONGRATULATIONS to the THETA CHI . 
For sale: Heirling Grtana Prix Ski boets. Size 
1 O 1 /2 Only two short seasons wear. Call 
Chris 868-1386. Apartment Hunting work.shops: pledges! Good luck this semester. Love, 
Quality Loudspeakers: 1 pair brand new 
Acoustic Monitors, $400 or best offer; 1 
pair used Boston Acoustics .. A 100 , good 
condition, $200 or best offer. Call 868,-3331 , 
or .862-1485. Ask for Mike '. Willing to 
negotiate. 
February t6, Hubbard Main Lounge 7-8:30 the Theta Chi Little Sisters 
pm 
February 17, Jessie Doe-Main Lounge 7-
8:3.0 pm 
February 18, Devine-Main Lounge 7 ~8:30 
Spain: Culture Night at Smith Hall Inter-
Peter Thanks for the Valentine, it caught 
me off guard but to turn you down wo_uld 
be real hard. The botiie is big, it'll take two 
to drink so give me a call , what dQ you think? 
elyn 
SECTIONAL COUCH for sale. 10 sections, 
autornans included. Good condition -very 
comfy. $600 or Best offer. call 86&3~.9710 
national Center. P,lease join us in celebrat- Go.uld, we saw you booting outside of Karl's 
ing Spain. Thurs. 2 118 8:00 pm. Free the ·other night. I hope that Big Guy was 
Admission. better the second time around. 
. THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
"For crying out loud, ·1gor! First there's 
that screw-up with the wrong brain business, 
· and nowyou've let his·head go through 
the wash in your pants pocket!" · 
~ -:-~ ··, -
l}l! • {!. · ms 
it~ ... ummer o ... 
'.;;~ by applying for a pos1!Ion with us now or during 
your next school break. ~ •c 
PEASLEY- BEWARE OF THE ROCKl!!!I 
Hi Catherine, Jill and Tony! What's up guys? 
Love, E=I 
HEY PEASLEY- I MEANT THA,T,,) T':? 
GONNA GET YOU!!! 
Someone like you deserves more than just 
one personal in four years so here's number 
two. Thanks for being, here thi.s semester. 
If things start rolling don't be too quick to 
put on the emergency brake .. ... 
Happy 21st Birthday 
David!! 
Don't you wish you were 
a little kid again?!! 
The First La.dy and the 
Brothers-of Si 
l . I ~ r > ' ! 
Work-Study students wanted for Psychol -
ogy Computer Lab Assi sta_nt. One io two 
posit.ions available immediately. Will assist . 
students in psychology computer lab. 
Minimum qualificati.ons: Farnil:iarity with 
VAX VMS and undergraduate stati.stics . 
$6.00 per hour i hours negotiable. Appli -
cants should come to Conant Hall 113 for 
application form . 
Th e Meeting Center at Orchard Park, 
Portsmouth, needs help serving buffet 
luncheons and coffee breaks on weekdays. · 
If you have free time' during the day to work 
on an on-call basis, call 433-5300. 
Student with own transportation interested 
in free room and board in exchange for 
15-20 hrs. a week of child care. You.would 
live on Main Coast with a young couple 
and their 2 1 /2 year old daughter approx-
imately 25 rniris from campus. Contact: 
Steve_/ Laura 207 -439-2057 · ·· · 
Wanted : full time ski instructor. Bal-
lsarns/Wilderness Ski Resort. Dixville 
Notch , NH 03576. Room and board in-
cluded. Contact Torn Nangie (603) 255-






Individuals to collect petitions for Liberation 
P.ar 1 y Price Rate o t .30q; back from 
reg istered voters in N.H. Mate.rials and 
Training supplied. Howard W1I·so n 735-
5427 
Let the Thompson School at UNH bathe 
and groom your pet with care. Please call 
862-1144 for appointment. · 
Do you fly more than once a year? Book 
Spring Break with us: We'll guarantee you 
the l~west air fare ... anywhere in the Worlr:,. 
.for the rest of the year! Many other travel 
benefits' Call Julie at Ultimate Travel (603) 
652-7970. 
Your Planetary Path- It's yours and yours 
alone. Astrology Readings. MaryJane 
Moviton 436-4084 
Scared and think you 're pregnant? We care. 
Call us for free confidential testing and 
counses 7 49-4441 . Appointments and 
walk-ins welcome. Seacoast Crisis Preg-
nancy Center, 90 Washington St, Dover. 
Hours 10-4 Monday-Friday, 7-9 pm Thurs-
day evenings. 
TAX PREPARATION- by enrolled agent, 
iridividual or business, fast and reasonable, 
call now 7 49-6327. 
Sick of school? Tired of Durham? It's not 
too late to get away! CANCUN, MEXICQI! 
THE BAHAMAS!! Trips start at $2791 Spots 
are disappearing fast s6 call now! Roberta-
868-3214 anytime . . 
3 great spots in Florida for Spring Break' 
Top Seller- Panama City Beach.. or 
traditional Daytona Beach or Lauderdaule .. : 
Best Pricesl! Call Now Melissa 659-7805 
or Luke 868-2905. Spots are filling fast! c 
By Leigh Rubin 
~:.. Get a Jump on your Job hunting for this summer ·• 
We sill have several ·positions available from May 
.~·-.. through,August in our Production and Warehouse departments. ·· 
Typing, Selection of Pape.r and Envelopes 
!.;'.'), Most positions will be full-time, first shift, but some 
• l>",. part-time positions will also be available. All positions will pay $6.00/ hour. 
'*' 
If you ~ould like to work in a friendly, clean arid smoke-
free environment, you can stop in our office to apply Mon-Fri, 9am . 4 pm. No appointm 
necessary. You'll be interviewed on the spot and informed immediately of our ,de.cisi 
i~'i to hire you or _n~t. . ..... ' 
,:.. Secure your summer job now and avoid the stress of hunting for one during finals 
!,,;~ when school gets oui. • ,, · 
Scarb9rougb alid Co, I I 
· Savage R j 
Milford, NH 03 .
1 
. 673-3 ., 
Plus· .· . . 
. ·2.1_copi_es ~}? enyelo~s" _* 25 extra ~~eets .of ~-a.~r 
ChangeS..!J.fJ$i.ly made with our One Year '!'l~nwry storage 
··- -- Open Mond;y :- Fr~day 8:30-5:30 . -
Durham ·copy 





"* ".. * ,/ -- . 
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· -Ccireer Op~rtunities . 
Formal 'D-aining _Prog~a,n 
Positions Throughout The Northeast 
State Farm Insurance, one of the world's largest automobile 
insurance companies, offers career opportunities for indi-
viduals interes~ed in ~1:1~ ~ns~~a~ce _inpustry. 
• Management Trainees . ' 
• Underwriter Trainees 
·" • Claims Representative Trainees 
If you plan to graduate this semester, talk to us about your 
future. Find out about competitive salary, excellent benefits 
and potential for advancement. 
We'll be interviewing on campus S?~n. Se~ your pl~cement 





~qual Opportunity Employer M'PH'V 
·Fairfield 
By Stephen Skobeleff 
The UNH Wildcats turned 
their usual slow-paced style of 
hoop up several notches last 
night when the Fairfield Stags 
trotted into Durham's Lund-
holm Gymnasium fast evening. 
Unfortunately Fairfield was able 
to keep up with the tempo and 
then some._'.J'he result was a Stag 
sting 70-5 7. · 
For Coach Gerry Friel's play- · 
ers ; the game was one of their 
overall better efforts. The dif-
. ference in the ga~e was one 
Troy Bradford in the first half 
and a larger Harold Brantley 
in the second. · -
Bradford had scored in double 
digits in all 2 r of 'his games 
previously ~nd owned a 23.7 ppg 
average. 
Friel countered with his 
team's leading scorer, Derek 
Counts. "Derek has had some 
individually great games," cpm-
mented Friel before the game. 
'-' This kid .Troy Bradford is 
· aw½some so it'll be a good 
matchup and I hope Derek is 
ready for him." 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY., FEBRl)ARY 16, 1988 PAGE TWENTY-:->-SEVEN 
.tromps hoop 1team 
\ 
· referees were watching Bran-
tley's fists more so than his feet,1 
and the Stag literally walk~d 
t~hrough the UNH defense for 
his points. ' 
The Stags. were able to build 
back their lead late when the 
Wildcats missed on seve-ral 
consecutive offensive sets 
around the 3-minute mark. 
After this it became a game of 
Wildcats chasing and fouling 
Stags. Fairfield iced the ga:me 
from the charity st-ripe. 
Friel commented on the Fair-
field bunch prior to the contest 
saying, "Their record doesn't 
indicate a great team but they 
are an exuemely capable 
group." Last night they were 
capable enough to handle the 
Wildcats. ' 
One bright note was the fact 
that the . game was a non-
conference contest which means 
no playoff implications for t-he 
'Cats. 
But now comes a tough four 
game strech for the Durham 
representatives, three of which 
are on the road. They must play 
first-place Siena twice, second-
place Boston University, and 
a strengthening Nort9e~stern 
platoon before finishing tpe 
season against weaker confer-
ence opponents Maine and 
Vermont. For a chance at the 
final ECAC North Atlantic 
playoff bid the Wildcats are 
going to have to win two of 
these six games. 
and not have any breakdo:wns." 
· After the Wildcat lapse the 
two squads played even for the 
remainder of the first half. 
Desp,ite Bradford's 20 points 
the Wildcats held on to trail by 
; seven 31 ~24 going into the 
locker room. 
In the second half Keith 
Carpenter ( 11 points) earned 
the chore of shadowing the 
Bradford express. Carpenter 
who had had 22 and .19 points 
iq his last two games turned his 
thought process into a defensive 
mode. The Stags .had to look 
elsewhere offensively. 
In the meantime the. Wildcats · 
inched their way back into the 
battle and with .8:43 left on the 
. game clock tied Fairfield 48-48. 
But the 'Cats could never claw 
the lead. Counts led a relentless 
offensive attack that was always 
answered by a Fairfield hoop. 
The Stags had turned to their 
·inside game while C~rpenter 
was silencing Bradford. Center 
Harold Brantley took over ·for 
the visitors and the beef tra-
velled his way to the basket for 
nine points after a gooseegg of 
a first half. , 
Men's hoop desperately needs a league win. to stay in playoff 
. 
1
contention. (Craig Parker ·Photo) 
Brantley: who looked like a 
warvictimevenbeforethegame ·;.;_BC HOCKEY~ · 
1 began, muscled his way into · 
; many low-post trench battles 
throughout the night. Wildcat 
(continued from page 28) 
Dave Marshall (11 rebounds) 
wasn't impressed, though, as 
he stood up to the freshma-n 
each time. Unfortunately the 
checking well and their pass.es, Z<J.ro and Aiken). This was . 
especially on the power play Gras-sie's first collegiate goal. 
were not crisp or accurate which The second was . the first of 
caused them to waste two man Sh1elds (hree goals. The play 
advantage opportunities. was, set up when Hanley inter-
This strategy wenr for not 
though as Bradford led fo early 
12 point run turning a 10-5 
UNH lead into ·a ·17-10 disad-
va~tage. For Counts (18 points) 
and .the rest of the squad one 
of ~heir familiar letdowns ha'd 
taken place1 This was one thing 
Frie.I was hoping his team would 
avoid. "We must play two halfs 
_to stay ~n the complete picture _.;., ____ ;.,_. ____ ;.,_. ___________ ~-, As it has done all year long, cepted a bad clearing pass by. 
· the shortharide-d unit of Chris · BC. Hanley passed it to Winnes 
Winnes, Tim Hanley, Adrien in the left corner who then set 
Plavsic, -Chris Grassie, and let's up Shields beautifully in front 
not forget goaltender Stzurm . of the net and was able to slip -
( thirty saves) res ponded not it through BC goaltender David 
allowing BC to score on two Littman's pads (26 saves) .. • 
1 Wildcat wrestlers found the going tough this weekend. (Craig Pa~ker Photo) 
· pow.er play chances. The early · Wildcats. · 
play by this unit might have . . The 'Cats put the game· awar : 
been the key to the 'Cats staytng at 'the ten minute mark of the 
in the game: third -period when Mark John-
. · ' 'We. are so successful shor- son scored his first goal of the · 
thanded because of .hard work," year giving them a three goal 
Shields said. 'This makes the . edge.Johnson ska-red aropnd the 
other team's passes bounce over net arid shot the puck through 
. their stick which disrupts their . a screen and past Littman. 
power~play." UNH;. who has won their hist · 
BC did score first at the 14:31 three home ·games (two against 
m~ k of the first period off a BC and one against Northeast-
somewhat fluke shot that · ern), will entertain Vermont · 
Stzurm did not .even see. Rob · in a non-conference game at · 
Chee.vers skated in over the blue · Snively Arena tonight at 7 p.m,. · 
line and had his .initi<J.l shot Despite the fact that this· 
deflected off a sprawling Lazaro, ' game will not affect their playoff , 
hut Cheevers got his ownre- - hopes, Brickley thinks this, is . 
bound on the left side and shot \ a very important game. 
past Stzurm who was helpless · . "I think it is .a pivotal game, 
on the play. a loss tomorow night might take 
But. UNH scored answered away the momentum we have 
with two goals in sixteen se- established. I think we will liven 
conds. The first was scored by . up Snively and beat them," ·he .. 
'. Ch~is Grassi~_ (assiste_d .by La- said. · 
. 
1 Men's_Hockey 
Tough grappling /'weeke~,:l_:,:,:~:vs. Vermont . iH~, 
, . , :.:.'": .. · ,• .. . Tonight-7_:00 _. ., 
By William Blackburn UNI-I and BU ended with tfie ' ligence "that hav·e br~tight ' them:':'·, ~6:be'. 'a' i ~'~m.piortsliip team, the . 'Cats up 14-1 f, _but the lead ~as . 
The last home wrestling meet 'Cat~ shakio.g their heads and to the top of th~ir ~pdrt. '. ', ', \,','. ' , .~(ais 'didn't roll over and die ., short-lived as a '.Cat loss af-·167 
of this• season Saturday evening the Terriers shaking hands. Itw~~ downhill from thh~ . -aft~r,the tough loss? bu~ came lbs. _put the teams in a 14-14 tie. 
was .a mix of disappointment . Ther-e were very few bright . for the Cats as they dropped out and battled to a b1g wm over Juruor Nate BaldasafO put-UN~ 
and triumph for the Wildcat spots for the 'Cats in this contest the next three matches ~n a Springfield squad that had tied back on top 17-14 with a 6-1 wm 
grapple-rs. Archrival Boston as the ever-tough Terriers al- points before freshman Bill BU earlier 'in the season. · over David Daub at 177 lbs. · 
University handed the 'Cats a lowed UNH only two wins and S~ntiago fo1;1ght -to a _1-1 draw Caracci got the 'Cats off on A ·,UNH loss at 190 lb·s. 
30-7 drubbing before UNH two ties in what was overall a with BU's Rick Lynch in the 150_ the dght foot, dominating knotted the clubs at 17-17 and ? ;: 
came back to take a hard fought do111inant BU victory. lb. class. . Spri~gfield's C~ris Perry, and .; set the stage for Mur'tha to t<!ke 
22 -17 decision over a tough The much anticipated meet- _The match was already 10 the earnu:ig a 19-4 victory and four the victory for his team. The 
Springfield College squad. ing of junior Mike Caracci and ;-710 column ~or ~U b~fore the points for hjs tea1!1 a_t 11_8 lbs. UNH heavyweight proved to 
What was going to be a five BU's Mike Foley at 118 lbs. was · Ca~s got their fir~t victory, as Sophmore Curt Digrigoli took be' more than up to the task, .. 
team meet quickly turned to one of the mgst entertaining sen10~ !"{ark Perki~s took a~- Caracci's example and beat whipping Springfield's Andrew 
three when Howard College matches·of the evening. 2 deci_sion over BU s Tom Di- Springfield's Chris Davey ()n . Miller by a 17-4countandgiving ~ 
didn't make the trip and an In a likely. preview of the onne m the 177 lb. cl~ss. , points 14-6. the 'Cats their five point margin 
over.matched University of battle for ·the New England After a~other loss at 190 l~s., . The 'Cats droppe_d the ~ext : of viE:tory. . · 
Maine group packed up·a(ld left championship (the two met last the Cat mghtmare en<;i~d Yvitq· _ · · threematches.and trailedSprmg-- . . ..... , , . . 
afterbeinghumiliatedbySpring- year, with Caracc"i taking the heavyweight senior Chris,Mur- field 11-8 when UNH freshman .Coac~ lJrquhart s squad '3/"tll 
field 54-0. . · ·· · · · · ti tie); 'th·e superb athletes tha wi~ning by default :-cjV¢~ ·. _,P~ml -Petersen pinned Sp.ring-· be· lo?krng at a' ~ou~h ,we~k-of 
What was looked forward to ~restled ~o a hard foug~t 6-6 BU:s Joe Settipan_e ~t.4},4:,?,~., ~ fi~J_d's :fyHke Cunningham at 4:40 practtce ~efor~ he~du:,.~ ~~ _Prov- ,· , 
as a close match-up between tie. ln this match, both men theJr match. .· ·: , , .' , , , of-their match at 158 lbs: · . idence on S~t_urd~y 10: ~~et - .·. 
N E l d I. d " ·-1 d h k·11 · d" 1- o· 1 -· h · -~ •-'r 'r ,~ '.' ,·· . . ·t · ,· · · · . . ·h BrownandCentral-Gonnecucut-. . . e't,,.,..,.nf.._t~ ~- ~ff~\1{1~,J!~~,;~t-11 \ ·'l< •il~ ~n .. ,..r" ~-\s .. t-~t~{\ \. t..,Q,tf~. \.\ '\ ·~~ \ .. •,.~,!'~.,I1~~.5~ {\~~t.~),,\ \ ~·S ~~~\.:\\:'-:'-5.1-~f~~l,h\, ~-l,_€f'?,~"<P\1,J,t\\!'1.e~l\ \\\\'\\'~V(\ \\\\ "~ \ '-\\ \\ \ "-.\\,\ 
I' 
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Hot 'Cats · ground 
By John Kelley 
After\ playing a mediocore 
first period at best, the UNH 
men:.S· hockey team, in the last 
forty mfoutes, simply out-
hustled., .. outchecked, outplayed, 
and most importantly outscored 
the Boston College Eagles 7-4 
Saturday night in front of 2,350 
at Snively Arena. 
The Wildcats are now only 
two points behind Boston Col-
lege in the battle for the final 
playoff spot in Hockey East. The 
Eagles do have two games in 
hand over UNH but those two 
are against the Black Bears of 
Maine. 
The game was highlighted by 
Tim Shields first collegiate 
hattrick. He finished it off with 
;rn empty net.goal with fourteen 
seconds remaining. But oµly one 
fan decided to throw their hat 
~ on the ice. 
"I was lucky enough to be' in 
the right place at the right 
time;" the modest Tim Shields 
said. 
The- key to this game was the 
· manner in which UNH came 
out in the second period. They 
Started playing as though they 
. wanted the win more than the 
Eagles. Of course, they certainly 
needed it more. 
After a slow start, the Wild-
cats were fortunate enough to 
carry a 2-1 lead into the first 
intermission. But this is where 
they took control of the game, 
they started to check hard, play 
good defense, and get ·sqlid 
go.altending once again from Pat 
Stzurm (thirty saves). 
Stzurm made the big saves 
when.he needed to which helped 
· the 'Cats hold on to their lead .. · 
"It is easier to make saves when 
your team is ahead," said the 
man w·ho stopped BC's Dan 
Shea twice on golden opportun-
ities. "I have improved over the 
course- of the seasqn. The 
coaches have been working on 
my skating." · · . 
In the second period the 'Cats 
. came out hitting hard and 
playing the type of hockey they 
wanted to against BC.. The 
Eagles are not the type of team 
that likes to get checked around 
and the 'Cats -know that and took 
it to them. Hanley was especially 
aggressive as he seemed to hit 
anyone dressed in gold that 
came neqr the puck. 
"There were three keys to the 
game against BC," Shields said._ 
"They were dumping the ·puck 
in, banging, and taking as many 
shots as we could, not finessing 
the puck. We created chances 
by dumping the puck in and by 
working hard in the corners." 
At the four minute mark, BC 
. brute Paul Marshall took out 
some frustration by cross check- : 
ing Shields from behind which 
caused a raucous in front of the · 
BC net. Shields and Marshall · 
wer~ embracing each other 
. while Winnes and Mike Mul-
. lowey were · fighting toe to toe 
until the linesman were able to 
step in. 
The Eagles tied the game 2-
2, when Sean Farley- deflected 
a low slap shot from the 'left 
point by Mike. Mullowney. The 
puck never left the ice and 
Stzurm seemed surprised when 
the puck found the inside of the 
cage. · ~ · 
Then both · teams' traded 
goals, one by Adrien Plavsic 
Boston Eagles, 7-4 College 
( 
It tak~s more than one Eagle _to coy~r fl~shy Wi~dcat Quintin ~rickley. (J\d~rri Full~~ ~~ow) 
(assisted by .Hanley and 
W innes) and· one by . Marshall. 
But in the last two minutes of 
the period UNH took control 
of the contest by scoring twice 
to give them a 5-3 leaq. 
The -first score came when 
Rossetti and Shields skated up 
the ice together on the right side 
near the red line. Rossetti then , 
broke left and moved over the 
blue line and made a pretty passl 
to Shields who beat Littman for 
his second goal. · 
UNH padded their lead when 
Horner received a pass from 
_ Plavsic and blasted a sla,p shot 
into the upper left hand corner. 
The~e last two goals cappe<;i ,off 
an excellent period of hockey , 
by the Wildcats . . 
· were a bet.ter team and then we · . 
took it to them." 
The Wildcats were not play-
ing their- game in the f irs·t 
r,eriod. Th~y were not fore-"I think it ( the play m the first 
period) was we got the feeli.ng 
we should be tentative," Quintin 
Brickiey said. "We knew it was . - HOCKEY, page 27 
a must win and we knew we _. 
SPO-RT-s·HORTS 
. The UNH men's track t~am placed fifth among 15 teams 
at the Eastern Collegiates this pas.t weekend. It was ·a super 
all- around day for the always improving Wildcats, as they 
had a handful of strong finishes. -
· Junior Darrel Covell won the 800m run ~ith a time o~ 1;55.13 .. 
Sweet -revenge for Lady 
Sophomore Randy Hall barded a strong field for_ a _thtrd place 
finish in the 1500m. Another sophomore, Alvtn Ross, .took 
second in the 55m dash at 6.40, David Weisser placed in the 
,shot put event with a toss of 50' 4". . : 
: By Adam Fullet 
The UNH Women's basket-
. ball team captured the bragging 
·-rights associated with.beating 
an undefeated team by knocking 
off 9-0 Boston University in 
Boston Saturday night by a score 
of 62-56, · 
With. the recent loss to the 
Terriers implanted in the backs 
of their minds, the Wildcats 
came out disciplined and deter-
. mined to go home with one in .,. 
the win column. . 
· Retribution on th.is night had 
all the facets of a double edged , 
sword. The Wildcats not only 
. repayed BU for ' their earlier 
season loss by knocking them 
out of the undefeated ranks, but ' 
by doing so on the Terrier home 
court, they effectively ruined 
the home team and crowd's 
night by feeding them sour balls 
on the eve of Valentine's Day. 
"This game brings us that 
much doser to the team goal 
we established at the beginning 
of the season," said head coach 
Kathy Sanborn, who is respon-
sible for a 16-6 record, good for 
second place in the Seaboard 
Conference after the w hire-
washing of BU, where the 'Cats 
stand at 8-2, behind 9-1 Maine 
and BU. . . 
· It see.µis evident the goal and 
driving force behind the team, 
the belief that work, effort, and 
performance result in supre-
mecy, is held firmly in the grasp, 
of all as a total team effort 
seemed to le~ve BU shor-
thanded. 
It took depth to beat BU and 
UNH's subs responded tO the 
challenge. 
Rita McCarroll was a big 
contributor for UNH once 
again, grabbing five rebounds 
and playing a solid game while 
substituting in for Kinney. 
Guard Debbie Dorsch sank 
the three field goals she attemp-
ted as she came off the bench 
to help the Ne,w Hampshire 
cause. 
Starting forwards Michelle 
Altobello and Melissa Belanger 
had nine. and twelve points 
resp~ctively, giving BU center 
· Lyn~ne Ronando something to 
think about as they worked their 
way -in and about the stringent 
BU defense. · , . '• 
Beth Curra-n played six val-
uable minutes and chipped in 
with two points to give the 
starters some breathing time. 
NOTES: UNH has four league 
games remaining on their sche-
dule, with the next game this 
Wednesday night in Hartford 
who is vying for a playoff berth. 
Don't look for an easy victory 
or a UNH letdown. They then. 
travel to Brooklyn on Saturday 
to take on the lowly Kingswo-
men before returning home to 
face Northeastern Wednesday 
the 24th. Maine comes to town. 
Saturday the 27th in a game that 
could determine an at large bid 
for an NCAA birth as the Bears 
currently sta nd· in fi_rst place 
with BU See you at game time, 
1:00p.m. 
"W ~ played well as a team and 
everyone contributed," said Kris 
Kinney. 
There were many stars in this 
one, ranging from the return 
of foul plagued Kipney with two 
· minutes left to score six of her 
sixteen points to ice the win, 
· to Melissa Pfefferle flawlessly 
bringing the ball up court while 
being hounded by a strong BU 
. press defense, to the UNH team 
in general as they he!d their own 
, in rebounding off the glass. . 
"Melissa did an outstanding 
job bringing the ball up court 
and we rebounded well as a 
team," cited Sanborn as key 
determinates in keeping th~ 
Terriers at bay. . · '> 
New Hampshire shot well 
from , the field ·and the charity· 
stripe, hitting 49 percent and 
83 persenr respectively, while 
Karen Pinkos continued her 
assault from behind the three 
point line, connecting on three 
of four three pointers while 
contributing thirteen points. 
"Karen started hitting early 
and that tends to get us going,''. 
said Sanborn. 
New Hampshire led most of 
the way with the biggest lead 
reaching proportions of ten or 
eleven points before BU made 
a run at them with a string of 
three pointers, only ro be denied 
by a confident and poised NH 
team. The 'Cats blanketed BU. 
the rest of the way, limiting 
them to a stingy 3 5 percent from 
the field. ' -
Other· noteable UNH performers mclude Adam McKeown_ 
(4th, shot) and Brian Gori (4th, 55m hurdles). - ~-• 
The Wildcat swim team closed out their dual-meet season, 
finishing with a record of 3-7. The team ~ill no~ start training 
for the upcoming New England Champ10nsh1ps (Feb. 25-27 
at URI). Tuesday the 'Cats lost a to~gh one to Tufts 114-100. 
Once again,_freshman Jerry Bailey excelled leading UNH 
with two first place finishes. He won the 1000m ~reestyle 
a full eight seconds in front of the nearest competitor, and 
took the 500m free in 5:00.16. . - · 1° 
Captain Doug Gordon also faired well placing first in the 
2001M and in the 100m free. Robert Qutnn took the 100m 
backstroke, while Tim Bryant won the optional one-meter 
dive . Bailey, Quinn-, Gordon and Bryant are all expected to 
make a splash at the New England~. . · ; 
The gymnastics team earned its sixth wrn of th~ season 
over UM ass, capturing first place in each of the _ f~ur events . 
Senior co-captain Nancy Doherty won the va'?lt ~1th a score 
·of 9.0, while freshman Laura Paredes took first tn both the 
uneven bars (9.25) and balance beam (9'.25 ). . . . 
Leading in the floor exercise was co-e.aptian M1€hele Sawyer 
. (9.35). Sawyer also landed a second place finish on the balance 
beam and took third , in the all-around (34.45 ). The Lady 'Cats 
rtext take on two strong eastei;-n foes who, along with UNH, 
are vying for a spot in the ECA~ ~hampions_hips .. ~ 
The women's track ~quad frn1shed out tts -regular seas-on 
with several person..al bests recorded at the ten team non-
scoring BU Invitational. · . 
Karen Wenmark won the 20lb weight throw for the fourth 
consecutive meet. FreshrriaR.,Chia Movisso took fourth in the 
weight toss and also qualified for the New Englands. These 
two will be UNH's sole representatives at the postseason 
tourney. · ,. · . · · · 
Performing personal bests over the weekend were La~ra 
Schofield (500m), Beth Billings '(800m), and Turney Jenkms 
-(3000m). . . 
In women's swimming, coach Brenda Skell_ey 1s ~endtn_g 
14 individual swimmers to the N.E. Champ10nsh1ps this 
weekend, -alorig with members of five relay teams. Broo½e 
- Harris arid Sharon Jackson qualified in five events. ~am Gauvm 
is expected to.do well in the -diving events. Fr~sh L1z_McCarthy 
qualified in the one rneter board._ The team 1s hop mg to top 
its fourth place finish of last year. 
